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From:
Sent:

Code A
08 December 2008 14:56

To:

i ........

Subject:

’-FV37.~Gf/¢~]~........

........

c°de Ai,
I thought you’d appreciate an update following the steering group meeting this morning. The main issues which require
action/input from us are as follows
,They were keen to know whether there would be any further statements required from the witnesses by the Coroner
I said ~ thought not but do we need to discuss this with the Coroner when you contact him?
2, There was a discussion about sign off procedures for statements to the press - it was agreed that before the
inquest there would be several people from whom approval needed to be sought including Ann Dowd (for clinicians)
Patricia Radway, and Peter Mellor from PHT as well as bods from Hants PCT and M&R but that once inquest was
underway they will need to respond sw}ft~y and it was agreed that they would need a nominated nurse, doctor, chief
exec and ~av~er to act as spokespersons and possibly someone who had been in court that day - it was envisaged
that any one of these could speak but would need training (and in any event we need to be involved if poss).
3. There was a discussion about whether there should be ! person to represent the steering group who would sit in
court for the whole inquest ~ which seems impractical but this was to be discussed by comms etc with a view to
reaching a decision on this.
4, If you have any thoughts on the Comms plan can you forward them

Code

A

irimedia,

5.Lesley’s statement - the steering group, and Richard in particular see this as the main vehicle for getting across the
steering group’s "strategic aims" and therefore most of the members wanted to be able to comment on it before
submission to the Coroner. Richard intends to circulate his view of what the strategic aims should be but are likely to
include
¯
¯
¯
¯

To
To
To
To

achieve public confidence in the service
ensure that staff feel protected and supported
explain the development of GWMH as a modern health provider
achieve closure for the families of the deceased relatives

It was agreed that all those with comments to make need to do so to you by 15th December, I have asked that these
come as separate comments rather than as comments in the body of the report which, with so many contributors I
thought could be confusing. Richard would like the final report, incorporating (or not depending on our advice) the
comments received for the next steering group meeting - 5th January, He would also like an accompanying
explanation from us explaining why we have decided to play cup or down issues raised by "th.e contributors" and
explaining how the statement aims to meet the strategic objectives of the group.
Some points abouy[ the statement were made at the meeting and these are as follows
¯
¯

icoa~Aithought there was a pharmacy at GWMH
It was suggested that at the beginning there should be an opening statement to the effect that the statement sets
out the historical position
[rom SHA read.the ,,f!..r.~t f.e.~ peg,s.: a..nd..Was.yery.,~r!ticat- she.said that if she had been a coroner
~:~[~~-i-~-~5~-~o~id ~h~" ~’~~ ~ ~ii!iJ.i::,~:,.~!i~,.{..~i~i~J~i~i!~i~~ Ji~ ,~!~i’i~ii~,ii~.~i:i~:: a~,::,it,.wa~, l o!tial ly we intend ea~
that the.statem,~£f:.w£ul#.o#.e...f£r the use of the group w!th a more
re~lty!’~’i~R~:"~"~li:i~t~tement ~ it looks I!ke i~e may need to iethink a versi0.n...f£~,~.)#~£,r.£.~.#.r..~.,.Z!]#..copy I
circulated
at. the meeting.was
the version before Lesley’s last amend.ment~,..#.ut,.b~a~}.ag~i:.~i!~".t~~f~"dhe.i
re~tly
¯
. .
.
:
, . ¯
.
; ,
,,.~t,~"~’~=:,?’:’?~,.:,.. ‘~‘~‘~:~:~:~‘~:‘~!~",‘~‘~:~:~’~:~‘~’~:~‘‘~‘=~::~::~:~:~‘~ .
. .
~..
¯ . .
¯ . : ...:
. . .......... ......... : .....
d~..,n.t:th~nk’|here.:lS enough ~n there about the curr .e_.n_.t_._#._~’_.e_.s_£[!_b._tng pract~ces.,.-.::::l.~don,t:.knowo.who,:,the,~.best persoa .to
p’~.vide.this, is.now:that’lesleyhas"gone’~perhaps’L Code A ~:an"poiritU’~it~:the"tight~direction,

6. ~t was agreed that if anyone had any comments on the time line they would let you or I know
7. Concerns were expressed about the whistle blowing back in 2001 and in particular concerns were raised about your
comment 1/2 way down page 4 of your report where you say "f cannot make a value iudgment as to the
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appropriateness of the response in the early 1990’s", Richard explained that there was an investigation into why the
nurses concerns were actioned and that led to the suspension of the chief execs of 2 of the PCT’s- he
provide us with a summary of the actions taken at the time.
8.It was agreed that CHI response docs should be submitted to i ..... ~and then she will prepare a final generic operating
paper for submission to boards by next steering group meeting " ...... :
9.[~J~-Jithought that the responses should make it clear what the response was to the CH! recommendations at the
tir~-~-~-~ell as how things are different now. This doesn’t apply to PHT which wasn’t involved when the CHI report was
produced - I explained this to Peter who joined the meeting very late. He was very concerned that he didn’t know that
the CHI response doc needed to go for board approval - I told him it was discussed at the last meeting (he was there)
but he didn’t recall it at all. I said that it was nearly in a final form and he is very keen to have it ASAP - I assume it has
to be signed off by[ Code A iThe next board meeting is 1st week in jan - he will put it on the agenda but wants final
ASAP. Presumabl~.~_-~.~.~_~._~_’.;qeeds to be co ordinating this? Also Emma Topping would like a copy of final CHI
response,
10. Eileen Spiller, a former nurse and director of performance (somewhere) has been asked to do a peer review - the
plan is to ask a local GP -" Peter" to do this with her. They will read the materials and visit GWMH.
! l.[~-~iwas concerned that the allegations made by the "experts" won’t be countered at the inquest- i explained
that this would be done in cross examiniation by our barrister.
12. i_._C_..0_._d_..e__A_._.}wanted to make sure lan Reid is aware of the criticisms made of him by the experts-i said he would
be made aware before the inquest - do you have plans to send them to him?
13. I was asked what progress had been made with the Coroner and 1 explained you would be writing with a list of
questions.
14. On page 6 of y_our report [~-&-~-~-Ziquestioned _w, hat the response to the CHI recommendations was - i.c_t_~:.tihas no
evidence of t -[~_~._~.~.-~will sort-(~-"~;~i-~usly this didn t involve PHT- only the PCT’s,
15, I am on annual leave after 17th so won’t be much help !’m afraid. My 1st working day after Christmas is Tuesday
6th - I can change that.if necessary to attend the next meeting on 5th but i am conscious that i might not be as helpful
as you having been off for a couple of weeks before hand - let me know if you are going to attend or if you want me to.
Any questions, you know where ! am.
Code

14.
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Sent:

08 December 2008 16:16

Subject:

FW: GWMHCISSG. Strategic Aims

Attachments: 081208 Gosp0rt War Memorial Hospital strategic aims.doc
And we need to try and achieve this in one witness statement, no pressure then!

From: Deeks, Mary i
Code
Sent; 08 December 2t70~"~6~05 .............................................................................................

~.

~ject: GWHHCISSG - Strategic Aims

Dear All
As agreed at today’s Steering Group meeting, I am attaching a draft of the strategic aims for our group, for comment. Please let me
have your comments/additions as soon as possible, so that we can have a finn list to go to the next meeting on 5th January for
approval by the group.
Regards

Mary Deeks
Project Officer (GWMH)
Hampshire Primary Care Trust
HQ, Omega House
112 Southampton road
Eastleigh, SO50 5PB

Code A

Tel:T’-4" .............................................................................................

Seooi

Code A

L .......................................................................................... J

Please use NHSmail for alt personal identifiable data and notify me a~ ............................... ~-~-~i~-~............................... bf its
transmission
Unless otherwise stated, the information transmitted and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use o
the individual or entity to whom they are addressed and may contain confidential and/or prvileged material. Any review,
retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other
than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from
any computer.

Di~cl~}irner - December 8, 2008

Thi~ email and any files transmiLted with it are conlidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entiL+y to which they are addressed. Any
views or opinions expressed are those of the author and do not represent the views of the H.a.mpshi.re PEimaD/Calte Ti’~lSt wltess otherwise explidtly
stated, The infofmation contained tn I:i~is e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Unless the Information
legally exempt from disclosure, the ~onfidenf~iafi~y of I:Ms e-mag and your reply cannot be guaran~eedo

12112/2008
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Gosport War Memorial Hospital
Coroner’s Inquests
Stakeholders Steering Group
Strategic Aims

!. That the public confidence in the services provided by the NHS in South East
Hampshire is preserved.
2. That NHS staff are protected from negative treatment by the media and
others.
3. That the public perception is that the NHS is responding to the inquests,
rather than four individua!.organisations.
4. That the value of Gosport War Memorial Hospital to the local health
community is promoted, and the public perception of the hospital and its
services is enhanced.
5. That the inquest provides closure for the families, and the issue can be laid to
rest.

PHO103758-0005

Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152-0002

Matter:

Gosport Inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

3 December 2008

Fee Earner:

Note of a meeting at QA Hospital, Portsmouth.
arrangements.
In attendance:

Meeting to discuss preliminary media

..................................................i MG

Code A

MD
BW
i JD

(PR, [

] PCT)

(RCN)
(Trimedia)

~

The main points of the meeting:
SPK went through the main criticisms in the evidence provided by the coroner. SPK
pointed out that a full note of these criticisms would be available at the forthcoming
steering group meeting.
2

it was pointed out that despite the views of the experts, the main criticism is likely to
come from the families who regard this as a case of ’euthanasia’ as far as their
relations are concerned.

3

It was agreed and discussed that the main focus is likely to be Dr Barton but some of
the nurses may fee! vulnerable and may be criticised in court.

4

SPK advised that the purpose of the inquest was essentially to find out "how" people
met their death. There were a number of various options, as far as the coroner was
concerned, including accidental death, natural causes and possibly open verdicts. It
was agreed the families are un]ikely to be satisfied with the outcome of this process
and that would also be a problem as far as media relations are concerned. There
was nothing the Trust could do about this and SPK advised as to why every inquest
was being held (in view of the order of the Secretary of State) and that although
questioning by the coroner may stray into technically irrelevant areas it is unlikely that
the outcome will bring an end to the family’s criticisms.
Concerns were expressed that members of nursing staff have felt ’under siege’ by
the media when this matter was raised. It was agreed that staff wil! be reassured as
to the process and that the media would be managed as far as possible.

6

it was discussed that in order to bring media onside and to assist the staff and the
hospitat as well, it may be possible to organise a pre-headng briefings and possibly a
’tour’ of the hospital for local reporters and media involved, It was also agreed that it
may be possible to arrange facilities for media to be present on or near the grounds
of the hospital to assist them in their reporting role. It was hoped that the
’management’ of media in this regard might assist us in the process.

7

A discussion took place in respect of the motivation of the families and it was thought
that they were seeking to ’achieve heads on a plate’. SPK outlined the difficulties

74751040_1,doc
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with this and the problem that they are unlikely to achieve this and that a clinical
negligence claim is unlikely to follow. A discussion took place with regard to the
legal representation of the families and the effect that that has on them. It was noted
that the families were originally encouraged into some form of action group by Ann
Alexander. She was no longer advising the families and it was unclear as to the
financial arrangements which were funding their representation (subsequently
discovered to be AvMA)
Various issues regarding the clinical care were also discussed and it was noted that
although the prescriptions for the drug was between 20 to 200mg, in fact there was
no evidence that patients were ever given 400mg or anything about 40rag, iCodeAi
pointed out this evidence was available from the controlled drugs book. A
took place as to the role of palliative care and perhaps a misunderstanding in respect
of the families that their relations were (it was thought by and large) being treated in a
terminal phase of illness, It was noted that many of those that died were very old and
some in excess of 80-100 years of age, It was agreed that some form of briefing
should include not only a context to this matter (as outlined in Lesley Humprey’s
statement) but also the background to the hospital and to the roie of the ward’s
palliative care.
We noted that Dr Barton was due to retire in October although it was uncertain as to
whether she had actually retired, tt was noted that shewas to attend for the GMC
next summer.
10

it was agreed that Trimedia would assist in the presentation at the QA hospital for
staff the next day and at the appropriate briefings an advice would follow,

74751040_1.doc
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust- 4007 ! 52-0002

Matter:

Gosport Inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

2 December 2008

Fee Earner:

SPK engaged in attending ~:HT steering group with {iiiiiiii#-_0.-_~i.e.-i-~-iiiiiil} The following points
arose:

Lesley Humphreys presented her draft documents namely a timetine, summary of
key changes and (most importantly) the response table. These were to sit amongst
her witness statements. SPK agreed to review and advise and these were to be
tabled at the meeting with Mary Deaks and the PCT on Thursday and especially the
review table to be completed to be attached to her witness statement and presented
to the steering group.
SPK advised that he thought it unlikely at this stage that further additional witness
evidence will be required. There was a question as to whether or not the POT were
producing tables of a response and this can be finalised on Thursday. The POTs
require a GIll audit trail. SPK thought that Lesley Humphreys’ report and table
satisfied the need to supply this to the Coroner and to put in the public domain, if for
additional governance points which.the various Trusts and POTs require then they
may be dealt with separately.

2

SPK advised that unless there was a real need further witness statements and a
response for evidential tables should not be supplied to the Coroner. It would be best
to keep the matter simple and straightforward for the Coroner unless there was real
benefit for doing otherwise.
4

A discussion took place with regard to the staff meeting it was agreed that Lesfey
Humphreys will provide an agenda and that SPK would outline his role his approach
the inquest process and mentofing and support for staff. Minutes and notes of
questions and answers will be taken.
SPK agreed that he will check the witness and evidence list in respect of disclosed
statements and the witnesses being called by the Coroner. There seems to be some
discrepancy.

6

LH indicated that Bob Logan was a consultant and the director for medicine for older
people.
A discussion took place with regard to the immediate arrangements and it was noted
that Try Media were coming with a comms plan to a meeting tomorrow and to the
question and answer session.

8

Lesley Humphreys said that complaints files were being held by the POT.

Time engaged ! hour 20 minutes
Attendance note 12 minutes

74730377_1,doc
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i. . . . . . . . . . . C’-o-d-e. . A. . . . . . . . . . .
Ms M Deeks
Project Officer
Hampshire Primary Care Trust
Omega House
1!2 Southampton Road
Eastleigh
SO50 5PB

1 December 2008

Sent by email only: i .............................. ~-~-~-~ ............................. l
Dear Mary
G~spo_..~t lnclue.s_.ts~Joint Instruction)
Many thanks for sending all the emails to me and keeping me in the loop while 1 was away.
As we discussed on the phone, I have now had an opportunity to see these and from a
procedural point of view, I think 1 am properly up to date.
1 am also grateful to you for organising all the meetings next week and I am hopeful that we
will be able to achieve a lot whilst I am in Hampshire.
A number of points arose from our discussion on Thursday.
1 agree that we can review the matter more fully once i have had an opportunity to go
through the files with you on Tuesday. I am not convinced that we will find much that
is relevant but I think that we should check in order to assure ourselves, the Steering
Group and the respective Boards of the relevant PCTs and PHT as to the position.
2

I agree that the format of the CHI response, as suggested by the SHA and which
appears on the NPSA site, is probably not appropriate to what we are trying to
achieve in this case. The main purpose is of course to put the evidence before the
Coroner and in the public domain as to the current situation, and to demonstrate that
management of the service has moved on since the time of these deaths. 1 have
spoken to Lesley Humphrey about this and i have agreed with her, as we discussed,
that she should continue to work on the report as originally formatted. Hopefully that
tabular form wil!, in fact, meet the requirements of the SHA. I can see no reason why
not. We are not, in fact, simply responding to the CHI report, there is much more
information we shall want to get into this table, i am hopeful that Lesley will be able
to get this to me in the next day or two and ! will review with her on Tuesday, and
again when you and I meet with Lesley on Thursday.
If we decide, in liaisons with the SHA, that the format does need re-jigging, t suspect
that will be easier to do once we have all the information together, rather than start
afresh at this stage.

PHO103758-0009

t agree that a separate meeting at Gosport would be useful and if that can be
arranged, then just slot it into my schedule.

4

1 have seen the suggestion from various sections that we may want to interview and
prepare statements from other individuals, This may be necessary, but as we
discussed, the main point of the additional evidence is to assure the public, the
Coroner (and indeed our Boards) as to the current position, it may be that additional
witnesses have very little further to add once Lesley has done her work. I certainly
do not want to involve people unnecessarily and indeed I cannot make the Coroner
call additional witnesses if he chooses not to do so. I wil! review this with you and
report and advise further when I have been through Lesley’s statement and the
additional document which you are holding.

5

I wilt request that the police return the original medical records to you and that you
will keep them safely pending the inquest. They will need to be produced at the
inquest, tf you can arrange for copies to be made available to me then that will
suffice for my purposes.

6

1 will chase the police in respect of their list of documents.

7

If we can reduce the number of lawyers available at the hearing, then I believe that
will facilitate the smooth running of the inquest. If we can avoid a long line of
barristers representing various clinical and nursing staff, and the NHS, then so much
the better. To this end, 1 am having the statements sent to me by the Coroner,
reviewed as I write, i will then consider them and once we have looked at the
documentation and have an opportunity to discuss matters with the RCN, and the
various defence organisations, then it may be that I wil! be in a position to offer them
support and represent their interests to the Coroner as far as this inquest is
concerned. I am hopeful that we will be able to achieve this and I note that the
defence organisations are keen that I do s~’ff~d some of the doctors if ! am able to do
so. There may be cost savings to the NHS if we can do this. We will keep this under
review and advise further.

in the meantime, i look forward to seeing you tomorrow. I should have my laptop with me
whilst I am in Hampshire and ~ou should be able to contact me on this email address. In
addition, my mobile number is[i.i~~.i~_-~..~i~i~~~.i.ii
If anything occurs to me in the meantime, then ! will of course keep you up to date.
For information purposes only, 1 am copying this emait to Richard Samuels and to Peter
Mellor at the Trust, along with Sue Skye who is my contact at the Trust, and Lesley
Humphries. I trust that that is in order.
Many thanks for your work on this one.
Kind regards,
Yours sincerely

PHO103758-0010

co:

Lestey Humphrey_._i .............................. ._ _._0__.d_._.e_.__.A_._ ...................................
Richard Samue~i
Code A
Peter Metlor ~r--~ ......................... tsar-A ................................ r ...................... ’
^
...... :::::::::::::::::::::;:;~:~::~:::~:::::::::::::::::::
sue Sky e ¢, ...............................
_.C_£_d._e._.A.. .............................. ........

3
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Stuart Knowles
From:

i .......C_ _°...d._e_....A_._._.i
19 November 2008 11:01

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Code A

i

FW: CH{ recommendations re GWMH

Importance: High
FYt

Code A

From: Deeks, Magi ...................................... .. .o_d_..e.A_. ..................................... j
Sent: 19 November 2008 10:59

Importance: High
Dear All
I am forwarding for information an email ffomi Code A ithe legal firm representing us all in the GWMH
coroner’s inquests.
~ ...............................
I have confirmed that the meeting with[,-_,-_,-_,-_[[~[_O,~[~[[_A-[,-_,-_,-_,-_]our solicitor, to go through the responses of each
organisat[on to the CHt recommendations will take place on 4th December in the morning. Since there are
four organisations it may be that the meetings can be staggered through the morning to accommodate diaries
a tittle, but as this is the window of opportunity to get legal advice on work done in response to the CHt report,
it is important that we take advantage of it,
To reiterate my earlier email to some of you, the format for the CHI responses will be the same for all
organisations, and will use the Root Cause Analysis report template to be found under the ’examples’ link on
, =-’...........’ ...... #..................... "--"--~-code
.....
.......
A-".......... ’-"--~" ................. .._..._._.L._.~._., tNs means that there will be four different
reports, but by using the same format they should be more user friendly, tt is the format requested by the
SHA.
}hey need to be approved by each organisation’s Board, and
f,ter being reviewed byi ........ -~-~i~-~........
~submitted
.to the SHA in"eT~i~Ie-iS~-g-glFi~ir Board in January 2009.
I would be grateful if t could have prompt confirmation from each organisation that they will have a
representative to attend QA hospita! with your orgaRisation’s response to the CI--It recommendations on t.h_..e........
,._~e.r_.n_.i_o_g_£?f 4th December2008, and who that representative witf be, so that I can give that information toi cod~ ~i

i Code B I

24/1112008
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GWMH Inquests - PHT steering group

Page 1 of 2

Sent:

06 November 2008 18:05

To:

Radway Patricia - Head of Governance; [-:: .............iSg~;-~ .................. i Manager DMOP;i Code A
Legal Services Manager; :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :i~-~i~i- ~-~-~ -:T............. ~-~1-~-~ ............ ~.......................
Secretary; ~ ............................. -~~-~~-~ ............................. i
’ .............................................. ’

c,:

Code A

Subject: GWMH Inquests ~ PHT steering group
Dear all
As agreed, here are the bullet point notes from today’s meeting:
Meetings to be held monthly from now until April - Pat, please arrange. If possible the next one
should be in my last week
When LH Ieaves Neil will take over as coordinator of this steering group
Notes of all meetings to be sent to ALL DMOP Consultants, and nurses affected
LH is producing 3 documents for Trust soficitors to help in prep for inquest;
- story board statement of history, as can be remembered/resourced from publications and files
- summary of organisational and care model changes that have taken place
- summary of action taken and current position against recommendations from CHI review - Pat Radway
helping with this
Question and answer sheet would be helpful for staff - PR & ET to draft
Stakeholder Steering Group has engaged Tdmedia Company to help with communications/handling
media on behalf of nil organisafions
- PR/ET to check if they are preparing a communications strategy
- PR/ET to check if they are preparing a Q&A sheet that could be used/adapted for PHT staff
- ET to maintain close links with Trimedia
Mentors for consultants - AD to check availability with Lyn Hansell
Open meeting for affected staff to meet with trust solicitors and PHT steering group to express
concerns and ask questions etc
LH to get PL to set up - Pat please speak to me about this.
Consider holding open sessions fro wider groups of staff nearer the time of the inquest, at GWMH,
QAH and SMH?

Best wishes

24/t l/2008
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t _~e_port to

Hampshire Primary Care Trust and Portsmouth Hospital NHS Trust Gosp_o~
Inquests
November 2008

Current position
Since the last meeting of the Steering Group on the

t0th

October, the following actions have

taken piace:
Liaison with the Coroner.
The hearing date is now confirmed as 18 March 2009. The date has changed from
9th March due to court availability. The Coroner has disclosed some 88 witness
statements which have been indexed and copied.
2.

Liaisons with the Police.
The Police have confirmed they are holding the original medical records, It is not
clear on what basis they continue to retain this sensitive personal data and I assume
they were originally released voluntarily,

These documents will be required at the

hearing but I have requested that they be returned to the safekeeping of the NHS
pending the inquest and to enable witnesses to refresh their memories. This request
will be kept under review. I have made contact with the senior officer in charge who
has been helpful The police are holding over 2000 exhibits. Many wilt probably be
irrelevant but ~ am seeking a list to review. I continue to liaise with the Police and the
Coroner in this respect.
Liasons with counsel’s clerk
......... -(~1~--~......... ~rom 3 Serjeant’s Inn has been retained. A CV is attached,

in due

course, it is anticipated that there will need to be a conference with counsel
4.

Witnesses
Extensive discussions have taken place with Lesley Humphrey who is currently the
Divisional Manager.

A preliminary draft statement has been prepared and is with

Lesley for additions and amendments to be made. The statement is intended to
serve 3 purposes, firstly to provide a detailed background into this matter, for the
74463053_1,doc/3 Nov 2008
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We will review any potential conflict with staff and advise accordingly. We will advise with
regard to representation and support for those members of staff.
Activity
Recorded hours on this matter currently total 59 hours with a value of[_._.C_.£d_._e_._A_._,i The original
estimate was in the sum of around[...C_._.o_..d._e_._..A._i That remains my estimate, subject to review
and likely future activity.

A brief fee has yet to be agreed with counsel but has been

suggested by counsel’s clerk to be aroundh._C...o_._d_e___A_,i

November 2008

74463053_t.dod3 Nov 2008
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust- 4007t52-0002

Matter:

Gosport Inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

10 October 2008

Fee Earner:

...

...

i .......................................

SPK attending the steering group of the Hampshire PCTtPHT Gosport Inquests meeting at
the headquarters of Hampshire PCT.
Fult minutes of the meeting were taken and will be available. A number of action points
arose though:

]to liaise with Trimedia over the communica):j_o_.n_._S j#rogramme. Trimedia
’-~-~~-5-~~-{i~g a ’storyboard’, Our main contact there i~ Co~-~-]
SPK to obtain as soon as possible the folio of evidence of the policefCoroner. It was
thought the Coroner had been pushing for a public inquiry and that’s why the
Assistant Coroner had been appointed, the MOJ had sought advice from the police
who saw no further benefit in a public inquiry following their investigation.

3

It was considered the police had instructed experts and hopefully these will be
available in the disclosed documentation. SPK to review to see whether or not other
expert evidence might be available,
As far as Hampshire POT are concerned [._.. _ _..o..d_._e_.._A__.ihas an archive of documents
as far as this matter is concerned. It may be appropriate to consider with her what
documents she has in the filing cabinet and to compare with the documentation held
and disclosed by the Coroner. Upon reviewing this evidence it may be appropriate to
obtain a statement from Richard Samuel but this to be kept under review,

5

It was agreed that SPK will prepare a report and a summary for each months
meeting on the current state of the inquest and actions being undertaken,

6

SPK agreed to copy in the PCT & PHT with correspondence with the Coroner,

7

There may be an issue in respect of a conflict with the staff. SPK to review upon
release of the evidence from the Coroner, It was thought that some nursing staff had
been involved in ’whistle blowing’.

8

It was agreed that SPK would review and liaise with regard to representation and
support for those members of staff, It appears that the MDU/RCN lawyers are
involved, SPK was not sure that the RCN lawyers were involved at the pre-inquest
meeting but the issue would be resolved with the MDUfRCN lawyers shortly,

9

It was agreed that support networks and briefings were to be organised with regard
to the staff as soon as we have a full witness list,

I0

qLesley Humphrey to prepare a template of action following the
i~~-~tions from the CHt report, SPK linking in with [--~-~~-~,--iand Lesley
Humphrey to confirm and give assurance on the external r~-~i-~-6~[~6-6cing the
action which has taken place,
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SPK engaged in calling Peter Melior on 16 January 2009,
Brief chat following discussions wit~::::#i~-~:~:::[i to update him as to action tactics before
the Hearing on Monday.
I indicated that 1 thought [~-~~.ihad got to grips with the matter very quickly and I
thought[~;~;iadvice was ~2~-6rte-6t. 1 pointed out that so far only she and i had read
this matter and 1 was still concerned that the Coroner and the other interested parties
(even the GP) do not seem to have had al~ the papers or even considered them. I
thought this may have implications for the future handling of this matter as far as the
Coroner was concerned.
BB had made a very good suggestion with regard to the Rule 43 evidence. Peter
pointed out that he was keen if the Coroner was so minded to keep the questioning
narrow and if he "makes a rod for his own back" and he gets judicial review then that
would be for him to deal with. We agreed that we would make a Judgment on this
following the Hearing on Monday. I did point out that a Judicial Review may be
problematic for the NHS even though we would not be directly responsible. He
accepted that. I pointed out the BB had suggested that we should separate the Rule
43 role of the Coroner from the factual issues which the Jury was to decide. If the
Coroner was not minded to put the statement from Lestey Humphrey and the table in
front of the Jury then he need not do so and we should encourage him on Monday to
treat the Rule 43 role as a separate issue and not a question of fact for the Jury to
determine. Peter quite liked that idea and agreed that we should go forward on that
basis.
I said as far as the Coroner was concerned we were stilt worried that the evidence
did not appear to be before the interested parties. We should try and get the Coroner
to agree bundles and have parties indicate what documents they want in the bundles
say within 14 days (though we may have to accept 28) and that a bundle should be
produced indexed and agreed between the parties. Again Peter thought this idea
was a good one though I was concerned that we may have to be in the driving seat
on that because if not then these things seemed not to happen.
i said to Peter as far as the evidence on the paperworkis concerned Counsel was
satisfied that we had the right evidence at the moment. We need to review at
conference. We have the clinical entries on the drug register though Counsel thought
that we ought to get hold of the drug charts. ~ agreed. In our bundle we would want
the drug charts, the clinical entries, the drug register, the Wessex guidelines,
possible information on syringe drivers from 1996/98, the Rule 43 table and possibly
LH’s statement. Peter was satisfied with that list and thought it sounded about right
for now. We agreed that we could review with Counsel as we hear from other parties
and if other issues need to be canvassed before the Coroner.
5.

With regard to the other witnesses Counsel pointed out that a whole number of other
witnesses hadn’t been called. Peter and 1 agreed that we had noticed this. Having
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said that Counsel agreed with us that it wasn’t our problem and that she was
surprised that other parties hadn’t called for additional witnesses to be called to give
evidence. They may do so on Monday but it wouldn’t be for us to canvas with the
Coroner. Peter and t agreed on that tactic.
As far as the expert evidence is concerned BB had gone even further than 1 had
advised. I pointed out that ! had been concerned that the expert evidence as so far
written shouldn’t go before the Jury and that we need to illicit from the experts their
views on the appropriate questions from the Coroner/Jury to decide. Counsel has
suggested we went a bit further on Monday especially as lan Reid thought that they
may be inappropriately qualified. In addition, the expert had indeed been instructed
for another purpose and their evidence was tainted. 1 suggested that we should put
before the Coroner that he instruct his own expert. I was conscious that the NHS
had always been concerned about expert evidence but of course it was for the
Coroner to deal with and not for us and this is the first time he has meaningfully
engaged with us. 1 suggested:
!. That the Coroner should consider instructing an appropriate
expert. (SPK note - ask Dr Reid for suggestions).
2. That the expert be briefed on the questions to address as to "how"
some of these patients met their death.
3. The expert to provide a provisional view of the cases on the
documents.
That he be asked to give evidence first to focus the minds of the
Jury on the medicine and the relevant issues.
The expert remain on Court throughout and sum up the evidence
at the end.
If no one else deals with this at the Hearing on Monday then I will do so.
I indicated that I would probably take a low profile at the beginning of the Hearing on the
basis that f was new to this matter not having attended a previous Hearing. I indicated to
Peter that I thought it could easily be 90 rains than 2 hours.
We will discuss afterwards on our actions and tactics and then JM to consider further costs
in this matter.
SPK
TT: 3 units
AN: 2 units
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SPK calling Peter Mellor.
Peter apologised for not calling back but he had received my email yesterday and was
aware that papers had gone to Kieran and that the Coroner was happy for him to attend the
hearing on Monday. tt is still Peter’s intention to attend but he might be a few minutes late
as he had to attend a Trust induction.
We discussed the format and I said that it was likely to be an informal discussion around the
table although this couldn’t be guaranteed because none of us knew how this Coroner
operated but we noted it wasn’t in the court but in the Guild Hall.
I indicated that i had an "unofficial" chat with the Coroner with regard to future evidence. 1
had "sounded out the Coroner" in respect of additional evidence. I told Peter that the
Coroner informed me that he wanted to restrict the evidence before the jury and it was not
his intention to examine the events after the deaths. He is going to concentrate on the
cause of death. Almost certainly no Rule 43 letters because the events were some t0
years ago. I told Peter that the Coroner had told me unofficially that he had already
excluded material from the investigation (presumably from the Police-disclosure) and that he
was taking a robust view in that he told the families to "judicial review him" if they didn’t like
it.
1 indicated that the Coroner told me he probably didn’t want any disclosure of any further
evidence from the NHS because he would necessarily give it to the family and put it before
the jury and he didn’t want to do that.
We both discussed that this was a robust view by the Coroner and perhaps a little surprising
although we agreed it would be a good result for the NHS.
I reminded Peter that the Coroner had called me last week indicating that he had written to
the Ministry of Justice re: a public enquiry. I had told the Coroner that the NHS wouldn’t be
happy with a public enquiry (it would be an administrativetPR disaster) but it would seem to
me the Coroner is "covering his back" as he clearly feels (as do I) that the Inquest process is
not going to satisfy the families. If he is cfiticised or being judicially reviewed then it looks
as though he wants to divert some of the attention or blame.
Peter agreed with my suggestion to wait for our estimate on costs until Tuesday. tt was
agreed that we should meet together folfowing the pre-inquest hearing on Monday so we
could discuss action and tactics. Once those are decided, then we would be in a better
position to give him an accurate figure as to costs and Peter agreed with that assessment.
He said it would be no problem. ~ said that if the Coroner adopts this robust stance at the
hearing on Monday (and f am minded to get it on the record at least as far as the family’s are
concerned) then it may be that we should restrict further legal preparations to the conference
with counsel and supporting staff. There may be little further evidence gathering or action
that we need to take. The Trust should then worry about the PR implications and the
management and support of the staff and treat the Inquests as essentially "normal" Inquests
save the fact there are t0 of them and they involve high profile relations.
7502t542_1 .doc
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Peter agreed with this and he was happy to discuss it on Monday when we can discuss
action and tactics and how to take the matter forward,
Engaged:
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SBK and JM engaged in telephone conference with Peter Mellor.
PM began by indicating his appreciation of the report which he had received. It was good
and he had noted a!l the detail.
He said that he had one or two questions.
1.

Counsel

PM indicated that he was concerned with regard toi .......... ~-~i~-/~,- ......... iMM), We sold his CV
and said that he was the right man for the job. It appears that he was willing and able to
assist and then we are told he is not available. Is[ ......... .C_o_..d..e.__A._ ........i(BB) better? He was
concerned to know what had happened with regard to 3 Serjeant’s Inn.
JM indicated that we had been in discussions with 3 Serjeant’s Inn and we booked MM to do
the hearing last October upon our instruction, There were further discussions in December
with regard to the Counsel’s availability for a conference and also to consider dates and
fees. Since that time (in the last week)the clerks have indicated that[~-_ .-~-_e.-~.~-~i
doesn’t have capacity to do the preparatory work.
PM wondered whether this was because there hasn’t been contact in the last few weeks and
he had been told he’d chosen to take an offer elsewhere.
JM asked where he got that information from and PM wasn’t forthcoming (SPK note in
discussion on 19 January, PM confirmed that the information came via KB).
JM indicated that was certainly not our understanding of the conversation with the clerks.
2.

Cost of Counsel

PM indicated that he wanted Hampshire PCT and the PHT to share the cost of Counsel. He
was concerned that the PCT may not go with that and that the PHT wil! have to pay 100%.
JM indicated that we are waiting to hear from the clerk in respect of the costs and the fees
and we are anticipating a brief fee of around [~-~-,~i We have informed KB in respect of the
position of Counsel and we have had no feeS-6~T¢6m her yet. JM did indicate that MM
and BB are one of five or so Counsel at these chambers that we will rate to deal with this
matter. JM also indicated that we would not envisage two separate Counsel and that would
make sense.
3.

Leslie Humphries’ Work

PM noted paragraph 33 and how we described that a lot of work had been done around LH’s
statement.
PM was concerned about Leslie Humphries’ documents and whether or not the Coroner
would accept her evidence. He wondered whether this had been misdirected and whether
75060087_! .doc
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LH’s time had been wasted in that respect. He could see on the one hand that it might have
been a very clever move but it could be a total waste of time, energy and money, ff the
Coroner has no wish for her to be called PM is not sure where we go.
SPK explaining that if the Coroner requests LH’s evidence then he would, effectively, be
saying that he does not want to hear about the context and Rule 43.
In some respects there is no backup plan but it would be difficult for the Coroner to reject
evidence. SPK explaining that he has never known a Coroner not to want such evidence,
for example, Trust often proffer SUI’s. Here we are proffering a statement. However, in any
event, it was a vehicle for getting the assurance document.
If the Coroner rejects it, we can reconsider the position. Two things flow from it, there is no
one else we could go to. If he did not listen to it it would be very difficult for him to make
Rule 43 Reports. He would not have informed himself.
SPK suggesting that the Coroner could avail himself of NM, could ask for the Chief
Executive or ask if the Chief Executive is informed. LH has, at least, done the donkey work.
SPK flagging up the fact that he knows that LH is concerned that she has now left the
service. However, her statement is first class and if the Coroner decides he doesn’t want to
hear from a Manager but wants to summon the Chief Executive, that is his prerogative.
However in SPK’s experience Coroners prefer to hear from those on the ground, i.e. the
Managers.
4.

Article 2

PM is concerned because he is of the view that the Coroner is under some political pressure
in this matter and will be under media pressure too. He is of the view that the Ministry of
Justice have concocted this inquest to "put this to bed". He is concerned that the Coroner
will allow more latitude than normal and there will be more questions and an Article 2-type
inquest.
The MOJ have fobbed the family off with an Inquest. There is political, media and family
pressure. He is under al! of that. He is likely to allow more latitude than he normally would,
which would effectively equate to Article 2, though he knows he should not to pacify the
different parties.
SPK’s answer to this is don’t give any information now. We know from the PCT and the
Police what documents there are. We have copies, although some are irrelevant. SPK could
see how the 1997t98 Policies might be relevant, if the Coroner goes down that route then
he is in control but we should not proffer to the inquiry anything which may prompt others to
ask more difficult questions.
tf we immediately disclose it the Coroner, then it is immediately on the public records. It
could be grist to the mill for all other parties.
If the Coroner does allow questions then we know we have got LH. We know we have got
the PCT document if he does down that route.
SPK accepting that we won’t have those witnesses but that is the Coroner’s fault. If he
chooses to call someone after Monday, we still have time to help the Coroner to get more
information.
We don’t want to interview those who may not be relevant.
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if the Coroner wants to hear from someone in the Inquest then we can try and deal with it
there and then, for exampl~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil.-.C.-.~-i~-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil, We think she was only involved in the
early part of this decade.
PM agreeing that we cannot cover every eventuality but his fear (and that of Hampshire
PCT) was that all our eggs were in one basket with Lestey Humphrey. If the Coroner
chooses (and he is entitled to do so) to divert from her, then we have not done the
preparation and are not ready.
He did take the point that within the six weeks of the Inquest we could prepare.
He also accepted that we could prepare until the cows come home. He would bow to our
knowledge and expertise. However, he said assuming SPK is wrong, PM will be hung out to
dry! We have to rely on our best guess.
SPK saying he isn’t rejecting that this may happen but, on balance, it is unlikely. We will
have a better idea after the Pre Inquest hearing which is the first time that we have been
able to know which way the wind is blowing.
PM then moving on to discuss[ ......... ..C_._0_..d_._e_...A__ ......... icomments with regard to LH’s statement.
He queried how LH had received these.
He felt that [ic_-o_-i~:~]was wanting too many changes then LH would be unwilling to be the
author.
SPK confirming that he had spoken to LH who had been irritated byL..C_o_._d_.e_.__A._icomments. He
has been emailed with LH’s response. SPK’s view is that the statement has taken on more
of a life than was originally intended, H,._e_.!.s_._g_O_i.,ng to review LH’s observations onh...c_.9_d..e_._A_._,i
comments and has a check call-in withi._C_..o..d._e_...A_,i
JM e,._x..p_!_.a_!_.n_!.ng that when she was at the last hearing group meeting, she got the impression
that L.c.._o._d._e._._A_ihad not totally appreciated the role of the statement and as long as her concerns
were picked up in the assurance process, then she would be happy.
PM agreeing with this.
5,

Hours and Costs

This was a problem for PM because initially PM and UW had tried to argue that the PCT pay
the lot. The PCT had pleaded poverty and had a problem with finance and persuaded the
PHT to agree a 50f50 split. Despite surprise over the initial total bill, they were still
committed to a 50150 split.
PM needs to pick up the remainder of the M&R bil! and possibly el! of Counsel (if the PCT
did not like BB see above). He was concerned that their total exposure might reach £100k in
that respect.
JM indicated that she appreciated that and that cost reductions for chargeable rate had been
made (which PM appreciated).
He advised us that Beachcroft’s rates were £166 for a Partner and a Senior Lawyer, £!40,
which made M&R very expensive! PM indicated that Weightmans were prepared to honour
those prices. He is concerned to make sure that he isn’t doubling his exposure (possibly to
a further £50k) if the PHT retain M&R.
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PM indicated that he understood in his role as a magistrate that there was a massive
difference in the quality of lawyers and that you get what you pay for. His view was that he
would be confident with either M&R or Weightmans. If he signs up with ._.P_...C__T._.i:t could be
anothed Code Ai He has to convince himself why he should have an extra[..C._o._a._e...A_.iby having us.
It is rea/l£-~-L]~ important.
JM indicated that she will speak to JH about the rates and will also consider final costs and
fees of Counsel.
Three concluding points were made:JM indicated that she had satisfied herself about the other points._._a_..n..d_._.,was
disappointed with Counsel. She thought there was (for PHT) ani._c._.o_~.e__A._.,bi!l
approximately so far.
PM indicated that his concern now was the media interest and the damage that could
do. He suggested that he came to the Pre-lnquest Hearing to assess the Coroner
and we confirmed that was a good idea. SPK indicated that he would inform the
Coroner accordingly.
PM was disappointed that Counsel had been allowed to slip away. However, he has
satisfied himself with regard to other concerns - not financial

8 units
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Dear Peter
As promised last week i attach a full report updating you on the work we have undertaken to date and setting out the
work that remains to be undertaken.
I appreciate it is a bit of an epic!
Board updates,

Hopefully it wil] be of assistance to you. You may want to use all or part of it for

[_C_.°_..d._e._.A..iand I have put the report together and we will both be on the telephone for our call at 3,00pm tomorrow to
discuss the report in detail with you.
Please do let us have any queries you have before then if that woutd assist.
We took forward to catching up with you again tomorrow.

Code A
Partner
for Mills & Reeve LLP
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Background

This is a high profile Inquest which refers to prescribing practices at the
Division for Medicine for Older People (DMOP) in the late !990’s and
particularly on Dryad and Daedalus wards at the Gosport War Memorial
Hospital (’GWMH’) This issue has, over the years, attracted considerable
negative media attention and has had, and continues to have, a significant
negative impact on staff of all levels employed by Portsmouth Hospitals
NHS Trust (PHT). There are significant governance implications.
In May 2008 Jack Straw, Home Secretary, ordered an Inquest into the
deaths of 10 elderly people who died at GWMH in the late 1990’s. Prior to
this the Hampshire Police were involved in a total of 3 investigations
following an original complaint in the late !990’s.

The final police

investigation was significant and covered the deaths of around 90 patients
where there were concerns about the prescribing practice of a GP (Dr
Barton) who provided medical cover at GWMH. The relations of some of
those who died suggested that high doses of Morphine and other drugs led
to the deaths of family members and could be seen as some form of
"euthanasia".

Following the police investigation no criminal proceedings

were brought.

A General Medical Counsel (GMC) investigation has been

undertaken and Dr Barton is to face a GMC Hearing later this year.
tt is not entirely clear why the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) has decided to order
an Inquest nearly 10 years after many of the deaths, it is thought likely that
there has been significant pressure from the families who were originally
pressing for a public inquiry.

We understand that this avenue has been

rejected by the MOJ.

Management of the service
DMOP is now managed in its entirety by PHT. At the time in question the
clinical services were provided on Dryad and Daedalus wards by 2 different
management teams.

The nurses were managed by the Gosport and

Fareham Division of the Portsmouth Heatthcare Trust and the doctors by
the Department of Medicine for Elderly People, also part of the Portsmouth
Healthcare Trust. There was a significant reorganisation in April 2002 when
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the management of the medical services for the two wards transferred to
East Hampshire POT, the management of the nursing services to GWMH
and the management of the hospital building was with the Fareham and
Gosport PCT. It was not until October 2006 that management of the entire
DMOP was brought under the one organisation (PHT).
The changes in management will prove confusing to those involved at the
Inquest and complicates the handling of this matter, and also investigation
and explanations to be put before the Coroner and into the public domain.
Medical cover at GWMH
At the time of the deaths in question a Dr Jayne Barton (a local GP) was
employed by the Healthcare Trust to work as a Clinical Assistant and
provided junior medical cover.

Dr Barton worked nominally under the

guidance of Consultants (particularly Dr fan Reid), though it would seem
that day to day supervision was minimal.
Dr Barton would visit Dryad and Daedalus wards regularly but during the
evenings and weekends, cover was provided by an out of hours service, At
the time of the deaths Dr Barton performed most of the prescribing
undertaken.
At the time in question staff used a booklet known as the "Wessex
Guidelines" which set out guidelines for prescribing drugs to manage pain.
It would seem there was a lack of clarity over prescribing practice and the
main issue subject to the investigations so far concerns the fact that Dr
Barton often prescribed a range (20 - 200 mgs) of Diamorphine. This was
intended to permit nursing staff to drawdown Diamorphine and administer
as appropriate when no clinical staff were present.
Subject to confirmation, we understand this may have been "accepted"
practice and may have been approved "on the nod". Further comments are
being sought on this particular point.

However the Consultants employed

as ’experts’ by Hampshire Police (See paragraph 41) are critical of this
practice regarding it as exposing patients to unnecessary risk of an
overdose.

However the police indicate that one of the reasons why a

prosecution was never commenced reflected the fact that in spite of the
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prescribing procedures there was, in fact, no real evidence of over
administration of the drug.
10. One of the criticisms of Dr Barton was a failure to communicate properly
with

the

families.

Issues

arose

because

families

had

erroneous

expectations for their relations admitted to Dryad and Daedalus wards.
Often very elderly patients were transferred to these wards for "end of life
care".

This fact was poorly communicated to families who felt that their

relations were admitted for rehabilitation.

It would seem therefore that the

deaths of relations sometimes came as a surprise.
Initial investigations
11. Matters were initia!ly investigated because of a complaint in August 1998.
This initial complaint (which in fact was not one made by relatives of any
patient subject to the Inquests) was handled in such a way by the NHS that
one of the patients’ relations complained to the Police.

Following initial

police investigations there was subsequent high profile media coverage of
"issues" at GWMH which led to a flood of complaints and enquiries. These
were investigated on an individual basis as, initially, no common themes to
the complaints or more general concerns were identified.
12. Unfortunately one of the families felt that the initial poiice investigation was
not detailed enough and there followed complaints to the Police which led to
a second investigation and eventually to a third, full scale investigation
involving up to around 90 patients.
CHI Investigation
13. During

subsequent

police

investigations

more

general

themes were

identified by the NHS management and issues became clearer. Concerns
over the prescribing practice mentioned above and management at GWMH
were referred, in 200t, to the Commission for Health Improvement. CHI
undertook a complete review of the service provided by DMOP. CHl’s
investigation included:
"the provision of healthcare ... at Gosport War memorial Hospital. [And] was
based on evidence of high risk activity and the likelihood that the possible
findings.., would result in lessons for the whole NHS"
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14. CHI’s review included a vast number of documents and medical records as
well interviewing 36 patients, friends and relations and 59 members of staff.
External and independent agencies were consulted.

15. CHI reported in July 2002 and concluded that a number of factors ted to a
failure of systems designed to ensure good quality patient care. A number
of detailed recommendations were made which were much more wide
ranging than just prescribing practice and, in addition, reflected problems
with management, training, prescribing guidelines and service provision.
16. As a

result a

management group was charged with creating

and

implementing detailed action plans and changes to the service and these
were put in place by the various NHS organisations involved and it appears
assurances were given to the Strategic Health Authority in 2004.

17. Fortunately, it does not appear, on the evidence to hand, that either the CH1
report or the police investigations demonstrated a "causative link" between
the prescribing practice and actual deaths of any patients. The CHI report
says:
"Though CH1 is unable to determine whether these levels of prescribing
contributed to the deaths of any patients, it is clear that had adequate
checking mechanisms existed in the trust, this level of prescribing would have
been questioned"
Relevant patients
18. The Coroner has identified the following patients to be the subject of the
inquest:

Gladys Richards - Daedalus ward - died August 1998
Helena Service - Dryad ward - dob 02.02.1898, died June 1997
Elsie Lavender - Daedalus ward - died 6 March ! 996
........_C_.o_._d_e_._A_ ........ i- Dryad ward - died 24 January 1996
Elise Divine - Dryad ward - died !999
Ruby Lake - Dryad - died August t998
Arthur Cunningham - Dryad ward - died 26 September 1998
Robert Wilson - Dryad ward - died !8 October 1999

...
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Enid Surgin - Dryad ward - died !3 March 1999
Geoffrey Packman - Dryad ward - died September I999,

19. We are not entirely certain how these patients have been selected and our
enquiries have drawn a blank on this question, We do know that there are
additional famiIies, some of which have been quite active in the past, whose
relations are not on this list. The Coroner has resisted pressure to add to
this list.
The Main Steering group
20. When it became clear to the NHS organisations in Hampshire that inquests
were to be held, a ’steering group’ was established to include al! relevant
stakeholders in the NHS in the county, The main stakeholders were
Hampshire PCT ["POT"] and PHT, Initial aims were agreed and noted to be:
"to manage the Coroner’s inquests effectively in order to maintain the
continuity, quality and confidence of local people in health services at Gosport
and to support [staff] that have to continue to deliver this care’t
2!. Subsequently these aims have been refined to include ’terms of reference’
and a set of strategic aims.

22. it was identified that legal assistance would be required though initially
separate legal advisers to both the PCT and PHT provided this, It would
appear from the minutes that only the legal advisers to the PCT attended
and advised the steering group. Neither we nor Peter Mellor are identified
on the original distribution lists for the group.
23. PHT did not receive notification of the pre-inquest hearing. One of the
doctors was notified and it is unclear why this was not brought to the
attention of PHT or the steering group, PHT expressed concerns that the
steering group was not best placed to manage the process and especially
from a legat perspective and management of the inquest. There seemed to
be no clear focus and no lawyers had started work on preparations to
attend the inquest and to support staff, We advised in September 2008 that
we were not clear why (he matter was not being managed by lawyers and
expressed concern that time was becoming a problem as three months
preparation time had already been lost. PHT indicated to us that they had
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no confidence in the PCT’s handling of matters and expressed a clear
desire for lawyers to manage the legal process and to support PHT staff.

24. Discussions took place between the PCT and PHT and, as a result, we
were appointed to act

on 6lh

October 2008~

25, Despite continuing reservations about the role of the steering group
expressed by PHT, the group continued to function, though in our view was
not best placed to manage matters and to give instruction. Regular reports
have been provided to the Steering group.
26, We will advise as to our actions and input into this group as well as
considering its future rote below (Paragraph 69 below),
Liability
27. Prior to our instruction there was a lack of clarity as to which NHS body was
now ’liable’ for matters at GWMH in the late 1990’s. Problems arose
because of the transfer of various parts of the service to various PCTs and
finally to PHT as outlined above. The steering group agreed at its July
meeting to locate the relevant papers but appeared to be unable to do so.
Relevant paperwork could not be located at PHT or in the PCT. No legal
advice was forthcoming and we were instructed to advise.

28. In the meantime, we understand a discussion took place between the PCT
and the PHT and it was provisionally agreed that each organisation would
meet the costs of managing the Inquests on a 50t50 basis.
29. Following extensive investigations and, making use of our contacts with the
DH, we located

a copy of "The East Hampshire Primary Care Trust

(Transfer of Staff, Property, Rights and Liabilities) Order 2006". The transfer
schedule drafted and attached to the Order was of no assistance. However
interpretation of the document as a whole showed that ’liability’ for the
service in the !990s remained with Hampshire PCT. PHT were advised.
The document was also sent to the PCT.
30. Having said that the PHT decided that as it wanted to be ’in the driving seat’
in respect of the management of these claims it would honour its 50150
agreement on costs and continues to meet costs on this basis, We believe
this is the correct approach to adopt so that PHT (as managers of the staff
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and service in 2009) can be sure the matter is being handled and driven
forward. We note however that the PCT has instructed an external media
agency (’Trimedia’) and we believe the POT is meeting the costs of this
entire!y.
Progress since October 2008
31. In summary we would say that, considering the late instruction of lawyers to
handle this matter, a significant amount of work has been undertaken to get
to a situation where, in 3 months (including the Christmas Holidays), we are
now in a position to forward papers to counse~ and for a full consideration
and testing of the evidence to take place. We would say that, upon
instruction, no work had been done on any evidence, be it documentation
held by the NHS; identifying relevant medical records and locating them;
locating other information held by the Police and Coroner or identifying
relevant staff and interviewing and supporting them.
Board and governance.assurance
32. We would also point out, though not stdctiy within our brief, we have
assisted the PCT and PHT on Board assurance and governance issues, ft
appeared to us that before our instruction no significant (if any) work had
been done on this. It does not really feature in the minutes of the Steering
group until October / November 2008 when the SHA is invited to take part
and assurance documents were contemplated.
33, We became aware that Les!ey Humphrey (Manager of DMOP until
December 2008) had started work on this for PHT, We have assisted her in
this and helped drive this forward with her while assisting in the preparation
of her statement. Again this has been delivered, to a high standard with
’embedded evidence’ within approximately two months and to a situation
where we understand it has been ’signed-off’ by the Medical Director of the
PHT and ’positive’ initial comments have been made by the SHA.

Lesley

has put a substantial amount of work into this which has resulted in a
comprehensive document which wil! assist at the Inquest (see paragraph

58).
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34. We understand the PCT is preparing a similar document in connection with
its responsibilitieso We have had no significant input into that document and
cannot advise on its state of preparedness.
Liaison with the Coroner
35. We are in direct contact with the Coroner by letter and have developed a
good working relationship so that we liaise with him personally on the
telephone and by emaif. Although the PCT had written to the Coroner prior
to our instruction we have no evidence that this was followed up nor does
there appear to have been any meaningful engagement by the PCT or by
any lawyers until our instruction. It may be as a result of this that both PHT
and the POT were not notified of the pre-inquest hearing that took place on
the

14th

August 2008. The following points and achievements should be

noted:
Confirmation of status as interested parties.
Confirmation of the limited nature of inquiry and Human Rights not
engaged. The Inquest is not therefore an Article 2 Inquest.

The

Inquest is limited to considering who died, where they died, when they
died and how they died. We note the Steering group was previously
advised before our appointment that it was tikely to be a Human
Rights inquiry. The Coroner accepted our submission that it was not,
nor could it have ever been the case. This is because the Human
Rights Act 2000 was not in force at the time of the deaths and the
case of Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis v Christine Hurst
[2007] ILR 29, House of Lords confirmed this point,The Coroner had
already decided to sit with a jury. Although we were not present when
this decision was made we are of the view that this is because of the
high profile nature of the case,

Under section 8 (4) of the Coroner’s

Act 1988 the Coroner has a residual discretion to summon a jury if he
believes there is any reason to do so.
We have requested the Coroner to make sure all other parties are
informed about the Human Rights point to avoid confusion.
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The Coroner agreed to advance disclosure of witness statements and
made this available ( 3 lever arch files of 88 witness statements were
disclosed by him).
The absence of PM reports was confirmed (in all but one case).
Confirmation that he would approve release to us of the medical
records and the drugs register by the Police. We note that these were
not with the Coroner and had still not been made available to him until
we collected them personally from the police station

on 6th

January

2009. It would appear to us that we were the first (of all interested
parties) to have access to the essential and relevant medical and
nursing evidence.
Confirmation that the Coroner does not intend to copy medical records
to the jury. He is keen to avoid ’information overload’ as far as they
are concerned. He may make relevant entries available, as necessary,
during the hearing.
tn response to our pressure he has agreed to schedule the witnesses
as soon as possible and notify the running order to us.
In response to our pressure he has agreed to set a second preinquest hearing (19 January at 10:00 hours).
36. We seek confirmation that you remain happy for us to represent your
interests at this hearing.
37. We would ask you to note that, during an informal telephone conversation
with the Coroner, he has indicated that, in his view, the Inquest will not be
wide-ranging and this will not satisfy the family. You will be aware that we
share this view and have advised you. We understand the Coroner has
written to the MOJ suggesting a public inquiry. We are hopeful that this will
be rejected and we will advise when we hear further from the Coroner on
this point.
38. PHT might want to consider writing to the MOJ. Making representations onbehalf of PHT to the MOJ on this point may not assist PHT (since it is clear
that PHT would not want a public inquiry!) but there might be merit in you
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writing to the MOJ

giving them contact details of say, Peter Mellor, and

asking them to get in touch if they need any help or information. We can
assist with this if requested.

39. In anticipation of the pre-inquest hearing on 19lh January 2009, the
Coroner has provided us with a new witness list. We will consider this very
carefully and discuss with the Coroner at the pre-inquest hearing. ALthough
it is not for us to conduct the Coroner’s inquiry, and we would hesitate
before suggesting additional staff be called, we are mindful that the ’smooth
running’ of the main hearing is in everyone’s interests, including PHT.
40. The current list is as fellows:
ROLE

WITNESS

Code A

DAUGHTER OF LESLIE PITTOCK

HAMBLIN,Gitlian

WARD SISTER (separately represented)

BARRETT,Lynne

STAFF NURSE (separately represented)

................ ~-~-~ ............... i

SON OF ELSIE LAVENDER

JOINES, Sheelagh

STAFF NURSE (separately represented)

Code A

NEPHEW QF HELENA SERVICE
STAFF NURSE (separately represented)

TUBBRITT, Anita

.
i

Code A

Step son of Arthur Cunningham
Night Shift (separately represented)

........ _ . _o_._d_.e_._._.A. ........

Son of Robert Wilson

. . ~;~~i-~--~--

Son of Robert Wilson

C._. .o_._.d. .e_._._.A. _._._.j
........... -~;~-~..........

Daughter- Geoffrey Packman

. ...... 15-~-~i-~--~. ...... .

Daughter- Elsie Devine
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Consultant (to be represented by Trust)

REID, Richard

Code A

Granddaughter of i

Code A

Professor BLACK

Expert

Dr WILCOCK

Expert

BARTON, Jane

GP (separately represented)

In addition we maywant to as the Coroner
to consider calling:

Lesley Humphrey

Divisional General Manager

Dr Logan

Consultant Physician in Geriatrics
(Both to be represented by PHT
called)

Expert evidence

4t. We have undertaken a provisional review of the expert evidence disclosed
by the Coroner.

The main experts are Professor Black (physician and

palliative medicine) and Dr Wilcock (palliative medicine and medical
oncology) as listed above. At this stage the review of this evidence is
necessarily preliminary because we have not had an opportunity to
reference it to the medical records. We intend to do this, discuss matters
with counsel and then advise further shortly.
42. A genera{ overview of their main criticisms was provided in our report to the
Steering group in December 2008. We will not repeat it here, but we would
remind you of the following points:
The experts were instructed to comment on criminal matters and to a
large extent their reports criticise the standard of care provided as
against the criminal or professional standards that apply.
We need to distinguish and draw out at the Inquest between the
evidence required for the Coroner and the evidence required to show
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criminal intent or for a GMC investigation. The Coroner is primarily
looking into the cause of death as outlined above and, strictly, the
’conduct’ of the staff is not relevant, We do accept however that some
questions may ’stray’ into these areas, especially from the family.
The expert evidence, to a large extent, concentrates on criminal intent
and the conduct of the doctors falling below a reasonable standard (or
not) and potentially exposing the patients to risk. That is entirely
different to advising on ’how’ someone met their death.
We expect detailed comments from Dr lan Reid this week. In the
meantime he has told us informally:
i.

he agrees that note keeping was poor

ii.

he rejects suggestions of gross negligence on his part.

iii. he questions the relevant experience of the experts and
particularly Dr Wilcock. GWMH was dealing with particularly
elderly and poorly patients with serious co-morbidities and he
wonders whether patients like this might be outside his direct
area of expertise,

Liaisons with the police
43. We have been in regular contact with the Police in correspondence and
personally on the phone with the relevant senior detectives in order to
obtain access to the essential medical evidence seized by them from the
NHS. We would ask you note the following:
As a result of our persistence we obtained personal access to view the
storage of the

original

medical

notes

and

confirm

and

make

arrangements for their return to the POT for safekeeping.
The Police provided us with a summary of relevant ’administrations’ of
diamorphine and other relevant drugs.
¯

The Police provided us with relevant extracts from the drugs register.

PHO103758-0037

The Police provided us with copies of relevant entries from the nursing
and medical records.
We were given a list of exhibits setting out the other documents held
by the Police. We have considered this list and have requested copies
of documents which might assist in our preparations.
The documentation was provided to us at a personal visit to the Police
on 6th

January 2009 which was the first realistic date after their

agreement to release the documents

on 29~h

December 2008.

44. We regard this as a particular success on your behalf. Our contacts with the
relevant

officers

led

to

the

Police

providing

copies

of

relevant

documentation rather than just sending us boxes of all original documents.
In our experience with liaising with the Police this is what they would
normally do and our success with the Hampshire Constabulary has lead to
a significant saving in the costs of extracting and copying relevant notes
and then cross-referencing to the witness statements, If we find upon
review and in discussion with counsel that further notes are required we
have protected our position by arranging the return of the notes to the PCT
and so we have easy access.
Documentation,
45. We refer to the documentation held by the NHS and not to the documents
and evidence we have secured from other sources.

46. We were made aware of additional documents available within the NHS.
Though it was our understanding (which we believe has proved correct) that
most of the relevant documents were seized and held by the Police,

47, At our first meeting with Lesley Humphrey in October 2008 she provided us
with a copy of her file of papers, These have been reviewed and although
there is unlikely to be much to assist the Coroner in his inquiry, they did
provide useful background and will be provided to counsel,

48, We were then made aware of a ’filing cabinet’ of papers at the PCT which it
was thought could be relevant, Arrangements were made to visit the PCT
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on 2nd December when we were in Hampshire for three full days attending
meetings and working ’on the ground’ on this matter.

49. Before our arrival we were informed that the documents had been listed and
that this list would be provided to us on the day. The list proved extremely
helpful and was considered in detaii with the PCT. We obtained copies of
documents which might be relevant. The PCT has agreed to retain the
remaining documents safely in case they are required. These documents
will be made available to counsel and can be made available to the Coroner
if required.

50. Subsequently it became clear from correspondence sent to us by the PCT
following that meeting that, despite what we had been told previously, not
all documents they held had been listed. We understand that there might be
a further cabinet or drawer full of potentially relevant papers. We are
seeking clarification from the PCT on this point.

51. We have advised at this stage that we have considered all the necessary
documents. If on discussion with counsel or during the hearing issues arise
which require answering, the lists which we have will allow us to determine
quickly if further documents might be available to help.

52. Should you wish all documents in all PCT cabinets to be reviewed this can
be done but it would significantly add to the costs without a direct benefit
being gained in terms of the Inquest.

LiNson with staff

53. It was a key part of your instruction that we should support PHT staff.
Please note:

We have assisted and advised Lesley Humphrey through out advising
her on procedure, assisting with her evidence and governance/
assurance papep~vork.

We have attended and advised the PHT Steering group on two
ocoasiorls
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We have met with Dr lan Reid (on our first visit) to reassure him and
offer support through the process. We continue to liaise with him on
his evidence.

We prepared and presented staff open meetings to offer assistance
and re-assurance at both GWMH and PHT.

We have offered support to Dr Logan but understand he is now
unlikely to be required to attend. (We wilt confirm).

We are always available to assist staff at PHT and have responded to
issues raised by email when we are not at PHT in person.

We are liaising with PHT over another date for a staff briefing and
’Q&A’.

Additional evidence

54. We have advised in writing (reports) and in person as to our logic behind
the evidence being collected and presented Our reports were dated 3
November 2008 and 3r~ December 2008.

We attended meetings on 10

October 2008, t 0th November 2008, 4t~ December 2008 and 5~h January
2009.

55. Our position remains the same. As this is not a Human Rights inquest it is
our view that we should limit the evidence to suggest to the Coroner that he
considers three main issues:

,~

to assist him in determining ’how’ these patients met their deaths

to put the work on DMOP and GWMH into context to aid
understanding
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to avoid a Rule 43 letter requesting changes / review of the service
and which would be published to the government (and almost certainly
be made public straight away).

56. Further evidence can be obtained if required following discussions and
review or if requested by the Coroner. There is time in the timetable to
permit this - even during the Inquest. Our investigations have led us to a
familiarity as to what is available which will permit us to obtain relevant
evidence quickly if necessary or to advise if it is not available to assist.

57. It remains our view (one apparently shared by the Coroner) that the
evidence should be kept as straight forward as possible. Although we
appreciate that staff may feel ’on-trial’ and the media coverage might be
negative, we should remember that the NHS and its systems are not on trial
here. We continue to advise against proffering up evidence to the Coroner
which he would almost certainty be obliged to disclose to other interested
parties if asked and which might prompt him (or others) down an
unnecessary line of questioning in public.

58. We are making available to counsel the following additional evidence with a
view to a discussion on it being released to the Coroner and to the other
parties:

witness statement of Lesiey Humphrey

CHI report response for PHT. (We anticipate the PCT might have a
similar document but we do not have a copy and are unaware of its
current status)

Time line

Summary of changes to the organisational structure at DMOPt GWMH

Comments from the PHT Pharmacist

Comments from Dr lan Reid
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Liaisons with "Trimedia"

59, We were requested to assist the PR agency employed by the PCT to
handle the media on this matter. We have held two meetings with them and
had various discussions on the telephone. Correspondence has passed
between us. We are of the view that it is right that we should liaise c!osely
with your media advisers to assist you in checking documents for
publication and to make ourselves available as required to advise and
assist you in commenting as appropriate.

60. We have provided a lot of basic information to ’Trimedia’ during our
meetings, but to assist them materially they have asked us for detailed
information and documents. We are currently awaiting your instructions on
this point (please see our second emai! dated 09 January 2009).

6!. We are continuing to assist as follows:

Providing information on legal procedures, potential outcomes and
risks

Assisting in identifying difficult questions to be addressed and key
risks to PHT

Brief Q&A sheets for publication and to assist staff briefings

¯

To develop a ’fast-facts’ sheet

,,

To assist with a detailed briefing and Q&A to brief key spokesmen

To advise on documents before publication
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,,

To assist (if requested) on training.

Liaison with RCN & Defence or.qanisations

62. We were requested to consider and advise on liaisons with these bodies
and to determine the position between staff and the NHS. We have
attended meetings with the RCN representative (Betty Woodfand) to
understand their positions and concerns.

63, We have made contact with the solicitor for the RCN. We agreed that as
the RCN have assisted their members throughout the police investigation
nursing staff might be more comfortable with the RCN. Although we had no
difficulty with nursing staff attending our previous staff briefings, we have
agreed with the RCN that they should brief their staff in future to avoid
’mixed messages’.

64. We have advised Dr Logan in a staff meeting and Dr Reid in person. We
have been approached by solicitors for the MPS and asked to help Dr
Logan and Dr Lord. In discussion with you we have agreed to assist Dr
Logan, though we understand Dr Lord is in New Zealand and will not be
attending. Since those instructions, we have received a revised witness list
from the Coroner ( see paragraph 40 above) and it appears that Dr Lord is
no longer being called.

65. There has been a lack of clarity by the PCT in respect of potential conflict
with staff. At various times it has been suggested that there was a conflict
and on other occasions the PCT have asked us why there would be any
potential conflict and did it exist. Though it has been our advice that there
could be potential conflict with some nursing staff (but by no means all), we
have taken the view that the NHS would have to accept that nursing staff
raised concerns in 1991 which were poorly handled at the time. These
events were some six years before the issue under consideration. We were
keen to promote a ’united’ front in public and we did advise that we should
suggest instructing joint counsel with the RCN. We have spoken with the
RCN Solicitor and his department perceives a risk to one of their members.
We do not know which one or what that risk might be or whether it would
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materialise. We have not speculated but have agreed with the RCN that, if
that is their view, then they should instruct separate counsel.

66. We have agreed with the RCN, on your behalf, that it would be in the
interests of the PHT and the staff to liaise during the Inquest and take a
’joint’ approach and avoid ’difficult questions’. We are hopeful that will be
achieved with proper handling.

Liaisons with the SHA

67. We identify reporting to the SHA and the DH as a key risk to and
responsibly for PHT. To date we have not been actively involved save for
our input at meetings of the main Steering group and offering advice to you
and other individuals on governance and assurance.

68. We are happy to assist further but note that your Board (or a sub-committee
reporting directly to the Board) must take on this responsibility. We are
pleased to note that work done so far (as outlined above) appears to have
gone a substantial way in meeting this requirement.

The steering groups

69. At our first meeting with you we questioned the efficacy of this group - a
view which we believe you share. Whilst it may have a role to play in
informing key stakeholders as to what is happening, it is not a group which
is in a position to effectively direct the management of this process,
especially from a legal stand point. The group is too large and individuals
have diverse interests. This continues to be our view and we advise that
one or two individuals be identified to whom we report on a regular basis
and who can make decisions as to the management of the process.

70.

We are aware that you brought misgivings to the attention of the PCT but
the group has continued to function to date as the main reporting vehicle.

71. We have also attended the steering group within PHT. Although we might
have initially felt that there were too many such groups, we have found that
this much smaller group at PHT is more able to effectively assist in
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managing the process and to help in getting the appropriate evidence
together, it is also playing a key role in ensuring staff at GWMH and PHT
get appropriate support and information. We advise that we should continue
to assist this group and will attend and report back.

72. As far as the main steering group is concerned we would ask you to note:

We have attended each meeting since our instruction. Stuart Knowles
attended the meeting on October (our first) and in January. Jacquie
Haynes (who is based at PHT and is assisting with this matter)
attended in November and December. She was briefed to dea! with
questions and agree actions with you and provide feedback to L_c.?..!t_.A_.i

At our first attendance it was agreed that we wou!d report each month
to the group. We provided written reports to you in November and
December as agreed, providing you with an advance copy in case
there were any questions or observations. We provided an oral report
in January with Stuart Knowles attending to take questions, feedback
and to agree actions with you.

On a daily basis and in between reporting we were asked by the PCT

It is our intention to continue to attend the steering group and report
and assist you in achieving your aims.

73. Despite our joint misgivings we advise that PHT and we should continue to
play a major role in this group. It has a function in bringing together the key
players and providing the stakeholders with confidence. It is also a forum
where we can input into other areas such as media handling, liaison with
the RCN and assuring you as to the actions and position of the PCT and the
SHA.
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NHSLA
74. We would remind you that we have previously advised that this matter
should be reported to the NHSLA. Whilst after all this time it is unlikely that
any clinical negligence claims could follow, it is important the Litigation
Authority are notified of high profile matters such as this. PIease check you
have done so.

Counsel

75. We are aware that originally those advising the PCT had ’reserved’i,....................
Code A i_.,
i Code A iat 3 Serieants Inn. In the circumstances as soon as we were
instructed we contacted counsel’s clerk and confirmed that he was available
for the hearing and he was booked accordingly.

76. It has become clear to us thati ...........~-1i~-~ .......... idoes not have the capacity
to deal with this high profile inquest. We have been attempting to arrange
the conference with him and we started working on this in mid-December.
His clerk made it clear that counsel only has one date in January when he
could attend a conference. Subsequently, as we have been obtaining
availability from the staff and witnesses from PHT, it seems that counsel is
unable to attend to this matter at all in January now and he is ’unavailable’
due to another matter for three weeks in February.

77. In the circumstances we believe there is no point in continuing to instruct
iand we have provisionally reserved another counsel
[iiiiiiii~i_o.-i~i_e.-ii~-iiiiiil] we would recommend her. She is slightly younger but she is
counsel that we frequently use to represent NHS clients at difficult inquests.
She would have been one of our first counsel of choice hadL_c._..o._d_._e._._A_,i
[._.C_..o__d_e_.__A._.}qot already been reserved.i. _._o._.d_.e_._A_.,has just returned from maternity
leave and has the capacity to attend to this matter straight away and to
prepare the necessary advice before the pre-inquest hearing and to advise
in conference.
78. We would be happy to discuss choice of counsel with you further and would
be grateful for your confirmation that we may proceed with[--i~-~-(:i-~-~---i
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The potential verdicts

79. Because the Coroner is sitting with a jury a ’narrative verdict’ is very
unlikely. A narrative verdict is a recitation of the relevant facts leading up to
the death. Whilst it is impossible to be certain it would seem that there are
the following possible verdicts:

Accidental death - where the evidence shows that the patient died as
a result of medical interventions.

Natural causes - where death arose from the natura! progression of
the disease or illness process in these elderly patients. This might also
even apply if appropriate therapeutic doses of diamorphine were given
which, in fact, shortened the life of the patient margina!ly, but the
intent was pain relief and making the patient comfortable.

Open verdict - where the evidence is unclear or does not satisfy the
evidential burden required for another verdict.

The main work which remains to be undertaken

80. We are pleased to advise that a substantial part of the preparation has now
been completed and that future work should invo!ve, fina! consideration of
the medical evidence; refining the issues and questions for the hearing;
liaising with you and counsel; assisting you with the media handling and
staff relations and attending the inquest and reporting to you on a weekly
basis over the next 12 weeks and daily during the Inquest.

81. Specifically we foresee the following matters:

Considering the medical evidence just provided and advising thereon.
This wil! involve a detailed consideration of the medical records and
drugs register and cross checking these against each witness
statement provided in respect of each death. This will ensure that, for
each death, we are satisfied that we understand the evidence which
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the Coroner intends to call and ensure that no key witness for the
NHS is missed out.
Liaison with Dr Reid. We are awaiting his formal comments on the
expert evidence originally obtained by the Police. It is possible that
we may need to consider calling expert evidence on behalf of PHT.
We hope that this will not prove necessary.
Considering the issues to be discussed at the pre-inquest hearing and
attending at the hearing. These will include, the identity of witnesses,
the timetable for calling witnesses, the disclosure of evidence to the
jury, additional evidence and practical logistics of the hearing.
Liaison with counsel and attending the conference with counsel.
Dealing with issues that flow from discussions in conference and
advising further on tactics in light of these.
Making final decisions as to the identity of witnesses and evidence
required to assist the Coroner.
Attending and reporting to both types of steering group meetings.
Liaising with Trimedia and assisting on media relations. We would ask
you to note that we can have additional value-added input here if you
request. Using our journalist experience we can assist staff in handling
the media and particularly assist them in handling ’the difficult
interview’.
Attending the inquest. We will liaise with you as to the appropriate
level of staff to attend and when.
Reporting to you generally (now on a weekly basis), advising and
receiving instructions.
Post-inquest assessment, advice and reporting.

Paperwork

82. We have complied a bundle of 8 ring binders of documents and evidence
on this matter. Copies have been made and we are in the process of
supplying these to counsel, tt is our intention to provide you with a complete
set well in advance of the conference so that you are fully briefed. We can
make them available sooner if your require.
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Costs to date

83. To date costs of approximately [._C._._o._.d_..e.__A._.~ave been incurred. Not all this
time will be billed but is currently split (approximately) as follows:

i

Code A
We were about to bill these when the queries were raised by the PCT so
bills will follow shortly,

We are of the view that costs to date (including the last week) should be
split equally between both bodies as much of the work done since last
Monday has related to the preparation for the conference with counsel from
which both bodies will benefit.

Our original cost estimate wasi ..... i~~l-~-~---i

We are conscious that PHT find itself in a situation not of its own making.
Initially you understood that costs would be split 50/50 with the PCT. Now
that is no longer going to be the case. Assuming that you still wish to
continue to instruct Mills & Reeve we would propose to reduce our hourly
rates as follows:

Code A
Looking at the work that remains and even factoring in the additional work
which was not anticipated at the time of the initial estimate (voluminous
disclosure, governance advice and liaison with Tri Media) we are of the
view that the estimate would not be exceeded. Further, given that the PCT
will have separate representation we may be able to agree a split of legal
cover at the inquest in order to reduce PHT’s costs.

74988602
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We will be able to provide a more detailed estimate following the Pre Inquest
hearing and Conference when we will have a more detailed I final position as
to the remaining work.

However for now we would estimate prior to the

Inquest 10 days worth of work remains at a cost of approximately._[-~-~-~~-~]
......................
(undertaken primarily byi ..........C_._0_.~._e__._.~_._ ....... i

In terms of the Inquest itself

(assuming attendance at every day of Inquest to take notes f assist Counsel)
A~for_., our paralegal. Obtaining Transcripts f
the costs would be around iCode
...................
sharing cover are 2 be options which should be explored further.

instructions awaited

84. We would be grateful to hear from you on the following matters as soon as
possible:

Liaison and information sharing with Trimedia as per our email of 9~h
January.
Confirmation that you would like us to attend at the pre-inquest hearing
on t9t" January and whether you would like to met with us on that day.
That you are content with our choice of counsel

We have a conference call booked with you to discuss this report and outstanding
matters at 3.00pm tomorrow (Tuesday t3 January 2009.)

74988602
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12 January 2009 13:02

Sent:
TO:

i ......... 5~-~-~ .........

Subject: RE: Statement - LH Amendments’ and questions

HiiCodeAi

This will g!ve you my office address and email
Best regards

Code A
Confidentiality: This email message and any attachments may contain confidential and/or priviIeged information, it is intended
for the addressee only and if you are not the intended recipient you should not copy or use the contents nor disclose them to
anybody else. In such a case please notify the sender by return email immediate[y and delete lhis message and its attachments
together with all copies in whatever form. Viruses; This email and any attachments have been checked for viruses, but Peartree
accepts no responsibility for any viruses not revealed by such checks and in accordance with good computing practice, recipients
should ensure they are actually virus free.
~--~ Consider the environment. Please don’t print this e-mail unless you really need to.

From, Lesley Humphrey J ................. _C._..o__d._..e._._.A.._ .................
Sen~: 11 Janua~ 2009 19:00
TO-’[ ................. ~;-a;-~ ................
Co: L-(~ g l~-~T -FI [J-l~)~ ?~/

Subje~: FW: Statement - LH Amendments’ and questions

HiL_c_..°._d_e_..A_]
Comments appended in red below againsti (:;ode A!~luestions, Sorry - irritation got the better of
me at times, but ! know you will be forgiv]ii-~! ............
I’ve cc’d this to my new office email and will emaiI yon again from there tomorrow to give you
my new office Tel number. Please feel free to use those contact details - then you will be able to
get hold of me in office hours

Code A
....... Original Message.......

13/0t/2009
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Date: 02-]CrrF2DOg-I-3:51:03
To: Lesley Hump~__~___Cy
Subject~ FW: Statement - LH Amendments’ and questions
Lesley
I cannot remember if I forwarded these comments on to you at the time? If you could let us have
responses to as many of[~.c.-.~iipo nts as possible it would be great, but the one thing that you know
best is your clinical qualifications (and other), and I think that is pretty essential.
Happy New Year. Hope the new job is proving interesting.
Regards

Project Officer (GWMH)
Hampshire Primary Care Trust

Se8t:._!gt_.D_e.cem.ber 2008 10:29

To:[ Code A.._.j Samuel, Richard
Subje~: RE: Statement - LH Amendments’ and questions
Importance: High
Sensitivity: ~onfidentiN

[~[o~_~i-_~.~ n d Richard Following an in-depth reading of Lesley’s statement and given that this is the only
statement you propose giving the Coroner representing the healthcare organisations I have compiled
the comments below. I do not want to make changes to Lesley’s document as these may not be the
collectives decision.
:1. Can Lesley please add her clinical qualifications as these would lend a greater understanding to the
clinical components of the statement. RGN, Dip N (Lond) MA
2, Can we have a definition of what is meant by ’slow steam rehabilitation’, and ’fast steam
rehabilitation’. Slow stream and fast stream rehab was used at the time to describe stroke
rehabilitation. Fast stream were people with less residual disability, and thus able to progress faster
with their rehab. There is not longer such a differentiation used - it is al just referred to as stroke rehab
3. Mention of the ’Wessex guidelines’ the colloquial name for same needs to be date referenced (~
suggest a copy of the guidance for that date specific period be made available and also the updated copy
in use today as this will demonstrate the changes in practice over the evolution of care and time), You
have a copy and can presumable do this
4.Can we explain why Diamorphine was prescribed and administered to Stroke patients or was there a
mix of Palliative care patients and Stroke patients on each ward Issue was that some patients (including
those who had a stroke) deteriorated and moved from active treatment to a palliative approach unfortunately the rationale for this was sometimes not fully documented. Should remember that most

13/01/2009
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of the beds were used for continuing care
5. Was there a criteria for placement of patients on specific wards. 1 am not aware of any written
criteria, but there might have been. Each patient would have been transferred on the recommendation
of a consultant geriatrician or a registrar ~ either from their own ward or after they had perfromed a
ward visit to assess the patient on another ward - e.G. At Haslar
6.Perhaps we need to get a pharmacist perspective re the prescribing range it looks very high in my
professional opinion, Perhaps but then this will not be my statement
7.Re syringe drivers do we know the makes of these and the manufactures names as this may prove
useful in explaining 24 hour medication regimes, l don’t know this nor do f know if there is a record of
this
8. There seems to be confusion re what rehabilitation and palliative care actually constituted and
relatives seemed ill informed is there a reason for this, Were nurses not informed to give this
information to patients relatives? I can’t comment on what nurses were or were not told but lack of
communication has been highlighted as one of the problems that led to all this
9. On page 9 section 45 there is mention of a haematoma, this wil! beg the question of; How did this
occur? there does not appear to be an answer or reference to the actual causation of same, This needs
to be explained Sorry thought it would be obvious - this resulted from dislocation and manipulation of
hip that had recently been replaced. Impossible to say what caused it - the dislocation or the
manipulation??
1.0.There appears to be a trend within this statement of a lack of communication from the police etc,.
am I the only one picking up on this Can’t make this assumption - this is my statement and thus only
refers to information that was known to me and that I remember. POlice may well have communicated
more with me and with other people too,
t,.$. Page 1:1 a mention is made of a complaint but it does not state who made this complaint? Same
complaint GR death
:12, Page :12 section 62 Lesley mentions a post- it note, stating ’never formally replied to-as situation
changed gear’ what does she mean ? This is what I wrote on post it note. What I meant was that there
was no further action regarding this letter because the focus and emphasis of the police investigation
changed - it moved up a gear,
:13.Page 1_3 section 63 Police state that ’staff would be offered some protection’ what does this mean?
Being rather irritated by now about these questions I am tempted to say we will have to ask the
policeman who said it to me!I! !!! However -lwill have recorded verbatim the words used to me -I
understood this comment to mean that whilst staff were to be interviewed by police they would be
given every personal protect that was available - solicitor present, under caution on tape if need be etc
:14, Page 1_3 section 64 dosage of Diamorphine is stated as 40-400mgs in 24 hours is this a typo? Nope
confirmed from CHI report. High doses are not unusual in palliative care
:15.Page :15 section 73 Dr. Barton’s leaving ,Lesley states that she cannot remember the detail this will
need to be checked and evidenced for anomalies. Not In my statement it wont as I don’t remember and I
was not involved
16.Page 15 section 75 Reference to the independent second opinion this will need to be evidenced and a
copy of ’said’ opinion made available. This will be in the complaint file held byi_.C_.o_.d_e_._A._i but ??? Why we
would evidence my statement in this way
17, Page 16 Section 78 Lesley mentions lack of trends following complaints review however she
mentions communication as it was a component of the then complaints and also that it is still a
component of complaints .What if anything was done to improve communication then and now
Perhaps I put it badly but communication was and is a constant trend nationally. Yes there will have
been actions put into place at different times but this is a statement explaining the background not
trying to defend what was done
:18. Has[--~;-~~l-~-~,--]been approached to give us details re the CHI action plan and Boa rd,._r..e..p_o_.Ets she
seems to be a key person in the deliverable of these action plans. Not by me - happy for[code
A..IO..
...........
become the "voice" of a statement if that’s what the PCT and HA want
$9. Page :18 section 88 Lesley mentions a table marked LFH 1. I do not seem to have received this. This is
the CHI action plan that now lies with Patricia 1 believe.

!3/01/2009
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,-..,,,..~ ....................................................

.....................................

[ ........~-;a-~-i~......... i
09 January 2009 fl 1:24
’Mellor Peter - Company Secretary’
lnquests update

From:
Sent;
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

74948540_1,DOC

74948540_t,DOC
(69 KB)

Dear Peter
As usual I attended the Steering Group of the PHT on Tuesday morning,
,._Tbis_w,3s a very helpful and useful meeting and I were able to bring th.e new Operational Manager for DMO~Code Bi
to speed. There were also some helpful contributions fromi ............C._o_._d...e_._.B_.......... j
" .............
For your information l attach a copy of my note of the meeting,
Could ! ask you please to note:
Patricia has sent to me the CHI report table which I believe has been signed off by Graham Zaki, I know this
is to be audited by the SHA for internal assurance purposes and to be signed off by the Board, ~ hear from
i._.C_..o._d._.e_...A_.ithat the SHA ha~e made some positive noises and hopefully this will go through re}atively easily,
Having said that I want to finalise this document for external consumption and put it before the Coroner as we
have previously discussed with Lesley’s statements. Could I have your confirmation that you are now content
for this document to be put with Counsel (as it is), and with the Coroner when it has Board approval, When it is
with the Coroner we need to consider it will then be in the public domain. If there are any outstanding issues
on that point please let me know.
There was some concern in the meeting with regard to supporting staff in the future, I have met TriMedia. As
part of that process it is anticipated that a Q&A sheet will be prepared for staff and ~ have provisionally agreed
to make myself available for a further briefing meeting for the Clinicians and managers involved in the service
either towards the end of February or in very early March before the Inquest starts, ! have given dates to Nell
Martin.
I have put in hand some further guidance for the Coroner on the explanation as to the changes in clinical
governance for the provision of care over then last decade (so that this matter can be put into further context
for him) and also information is being sought from the Chief Pharmacist "Boo" Vadher with regard to the
changes in prescribing practice at the end of life,
It is my intention to address the issue of prescribing practice with Dr Reid and Dr Logan either before or at the
conference with Counsel, Particularly I am asking them to consider the issue as to what was accepted
practice in the Trust at the time and whether it went by "on the nod" or whether it was generally regarded as
acceptable practice, 1 am hopeful that they wiI~ be able to supply us with some information as to practice
elsewhere in the NHS, ~ am of course aware of the criticisms of the expert reports but of course experts often
"counse~ perfection" and ~ am keen to have an understanding of what was appropriate "on the ground" at the
time. It is an issue that I will ask Counsel to consider with us in due course,

Lesley Humphrey’s Statement
The comments from[ ......... ~~~;-~. ........ ~are now with Lesley and she has indicated that she will let me have a brief
response and then v~-~-~Pi-f’i~,~-1[~6~r~6r statement in conjunction with Counsel and I will then place it before the Coroner
and seek his confirmation as whether or not he wants to hear from Lesley in person, t will of course encourage him to
take note of this evidence, On reflection I feel the CHI response table which she worked so hard on is the more
important document and this will be attached to her statement,
Evidential Position
There is plenty of time to deal with any questions or evidentia~ issues that might arise in discussions. Even during the

PHO103758-0054

6 week hearing matters could be briefly adjourned if the Coroner raises questions and the answers are not
immediately to hand. I am afraid, that is often the way with an inquest. It is not a reflection on anyone
Police
I have visited the Police in Hampshire and arrangements are being made for the PCT to collect the original medicai
records (of which there are some 88 sets) and a~so the original drug registers (somewhere between 33 and 40 sets),
! am pleased to report the police have been extremely helpful to me and ! have been able to make excellent progress
on the medical evidence which I now have to hand and will enable us to make progress on the issues and to finalise
the papers for counsel. I have obtained from the Police a very helpful set of copies of the relevant entries in the drug
register and also relevant entries (annotated) from the medical records. This wilt certainly assist us in assessing the
evidential position as far as the Clinicians and prescribing practice at the time is concerned. 1 am copying these to
make them available to Counsel and to the witnesses. Interestingty they have not yet been sent to the Coroner by the
Police. I am pleased my efforts with the Police have paid dividends as far as the evidence is concerned.
I am in the process of finafising my instructions to Counsel in anticipation of the meeting very shortly and the bundles
of documentation which I have put together over the last few weeks are now being copied for Counsel. I will let you
have a copy set in due course.
Conference with Counsel
My assistant has been liaising with your office and with Dr Reid and Logan, She is liaising with Counsel to set a date
for our conference as soon as possible,
Liaison with the Coroner
had a call from the Coroner (Tuesday) and the fol!owing points arise:
He has accepted my submission that there should be another pre-inquest hearing. He has sent it down
for 19 January @ I0:00 in the Guildhall, Portsmouth. Do you want to attend or meet up afterwards?
He is of the view that he cannot inquire into the systems and processes of the NHS and cannot consider
properly the complaints of the families, in other words, that it is not an Article 2 (human rights) hearing.
He feels the families are unlikely to be satisfied by the process. Whilst I am p~eased that he is still of the
same view of the process as I have advised throughout, I am a little alarmed to hear from him that he has
written to the MOJ advising that a public enquiry might be better. I told him that the NHS would not be
happy to have these matters subjected to such a detailed investigation. The Coroner believes that the
MOJ are unlikely to accept his view and it would seem that he is "protecting his back" in case he is later
subject to criticism or review.
I wonder if you could consider PHT making submissions to MOJ. We can have a chat about this ~f you
like.
The final Inquest is to be held in the Combined Court Centre in Portsmouth from 18 March,
4.

The Coroner tells me[i ................ I~~-~i-~-~ ................. inow only represent two of the ten families, it seems the
Court will have many more Solicitors a6-dT3A~"~i~6rs appearing;

keep you up to date but If you have any questions in the meantime then of course you must not hesitate to contact
me and i will of course do my best to assist.
It is my understanding that following the recent meeting that Jill and I should liaise directly with you on this matter to
make sure that it is driven forward. I am pleased to say that much of the preliminary work that we have undertaken is
now coming together and I anticipate that matters will move ever more rapidty in the next month or so. I wi!l of course
keep you up to date and of course don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns.
Jill and I are finalising ¯
A)

A full report for you concerning all work done to date and Iooking forward to what remains outstanding

B)

A response to the points raised by the PCT last Monday.

These will be with you on Monday.
In the meantime I hope you have a good weekend,
Kind regards

PHO103758-0055

Yours sincerely

Code A
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Mr R Samuel
Hampshire Primary Care Trust
8 January2009
By Fax 02380 644 789

Dear Richard
Gos oft in uests
Please forgive my writing to you direct but I would like to follow up a point made by Code Aiat
the Steering Group earlier this week that the original assurance documentation has"-t3e-~ri-lost
between the then relevant PCT and the then SHA. It may well be that such documentation
got lost in the various reconfigurations at the SHA.

I have been advised by Trimedia and [~iiii@-i~.-_d.-i~i..-_A.-iiiljthat it may be a key risk to the NHS that
the media might pick up that we are providing assurances now to the SHA and to the Doll
and it is some 10 years after the event and 5 or 6 years after the CHI report. I am working
with Tdmedia to prepare a positive response to that potential line of questioning.
Having said that, I have reviewed again the very helpful list of documents prepared by Mary
Deeks. Can I refer you to document number 183 [file t27] on Mary’s list. I am attaching the
relevant section for ease of reference, Perhaps I could ask you to just check that document
out and let me know whether or not it is in fact the assurance documentation produced at the
time which might assist, If it is the relevant assurance documentation, perhaps you would
be kind enough to forward me a copy and t will share it with PHT, ~ appreciate however that
it may not be but felt it was important to advise that we check it out,
You might also find it helpful in your dealings with the SHA and with the Doll
_M_..a_n_y ..t.h_._a...n_ _k._s. f__o.[ .you_.[ ..a_..s._s.!._sta n ce.

Code A
Peter o,,o

cc.Elaine

.........
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Year
Event
1995! Work started on i~[Q.~!ucing clinical supervision for all nurses
8
t996~ :Medical lunchtime meetings pr~ramme
121
13
t 9961 ~di~ 0f~:~ainfut sho.ulder ~uidelines
1997: ~Control & Administration of medicines by nursing staff ~£!!£y document, PHCT
15
1997 Training of~.~ i~ the administration of medicines. PHCT
!7’
1~ .............. i"997 Administration of controlled drugs: checking...rote for support workers
19
t997 ~October 97- March 98 - Audit of.nutr!ti~nal standards @ GWMH
20
t997 Audit of patient records
27
t998 PHCT Risk management Strategy 1998.=.2001
998 Evolution of Quality into Clinical Governance 1998-2001
29
1998 Medicines Poficy 1998 PHCT
t998 Training record of qualified nurses
30
32
t 998 Casemix on DryadlDaedatus changed from con!in~ing care to 4-6 weeks respite.
PHCT Core Standards & Procedures for Hea~th Records. Inctudes tists of named personnel who are data protection co34
t998 iordinators
35
!998 Guidelines for certification of death
36
1998 Audit of neuroleptic prescdbing.!n. E!d.edy Medicine
. . . . . . . . 998 Audit of detection of depression in Eldedy Rehab patients
38
!998 Re-audit of hemiplegic shoulder pain. Shows poor care on Daedalus
~
39
t998 iRe-audit evaluation of compliance with handling assessment guidelines
~
t998 iReview of prescribing writing POlicy
44
t998 Clinical Governance report by District Audit 1998 - 1999
1999 PHCT Risk management Strategy 1999 - 2002
49
i’r~"l~escribing of 20 - 200 mg diamorphine stopped some time in 1999. Source potential issues of CH| media briefing
50
51
52
54
55
56
59
60
66

1999 document, number 20
1999 Patient turnover increased eady..!~99 onwards as casemix changed. . . . . . . . . . .
1999 PHCT Evaluation repor~ on clinical supervision thr~ugl~0ut PHCT. Su~ey
Audit of neurolepti£Pre~!.~!..ng in Elderly Medicine
Audit of standards of oral hygiene within Stroke Service
Induction Training
Reaudit of depot neuroleptics in EMH (Havant and Petersfie!~)..............................
Clinical Governance report by District Audit 1998- 1999
iSultan Ward Te@~. ~bjectives 1999 - 2000
2000 iJ~2000 r~iting oh’c ~aunched

~

t999
t999
!999
1999
t999

~

Evidence
File 17
File 17
File 13
File 24,!4
File 14
File 14
File 13
File 13
File 23

~ategory
01in. Gov
0tin. Gov
01in. Gov
Olin. GovO
;lin. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
01in. Gov
Olin. Gov

Olin, Gov
File 23
File 24,14 Olin. Govd_,
Olin. Gov
File 25
Olin. Gov
File
File
File
File
File
File
File

13
!3
13
!3
13
!3
t0

File 23

File 20
File 17
iFile 13
JFii__~e 13
1~2
!File
File 3
File 3
iFile 5

CIin.
Olin.
Olin.
Olin.
Olin.
Olin.
Olin.
Olin.
Olin.

Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Govt..,,
Gov
Gov

Olin.
Clin.
Olin.
Clin.
Olin.
Olin.
Clin.
Olin.
Clin.
;lin,

Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
Gov
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i.Year
Event
2000 Protocol for transfer of patients from acute to step-down beds
68
2000 ~Protoco~ for transfer to geriatric rehabilitation (Daedal#~). . . . . . . . . . .
69
2000 End of life course, Post mortem information for relatives. Consent to post-mortem form
7~
2000i~~~T training informat[0n
73
2000 Ad~i~i’~r~"and discharge p01icy PHCT. Guidelines for admission to Daedalus effective November 2000.
74
2000 P~"~I PHCT generic transfer document. Undated but not later than 2000
76
2000 iDecember 2000. .P£!!£y..f.£.r.. lient Records & Record keeping
77
2000 June 2000 PHCT Pob_,ket guide to medical records
78
2000 Notes for Senior Manager on Call
80
2000 Notes on clinical supervision (Nurses and doctors) GWMH
81
2000Notes on proced#res fo~.a.dmiss!0n, use of the phone, discharge etc. on Daedalus ward
82
2000 induction to Data Protection Act t998
83
2000 IPaper w..~,~g. ~p:.~.§ts of developing community rehab (skill mix~) and post acute beds @ GWMH
84
2000 Workload rev, iew, Elderly Medicine (PHT)
85
2000 F&G Intermediate care and rehab services papers - various
88
200t 200!]2002 Gerontological nursing pr£gra~e for ward mana,ge.~.and senior nurses
97
200t May 2001- Management of pain policy launched
98
200! November 2001 policy re malnutrition
99
..........."~"00
200t November 2001 regular nurs~ rn~!~gs on Dryad instigated.
.....................................
103 200i"1PR documents. Training and education documents
I05~ 200t Medicines management checklist
106
200t October 2001 formulary ...........................
200t Medicines Policy incorporating IV policy
107
108
2001 PHCT Records Strategy
i i ~1.~9j._..i .2.__001 PHCT Guidance for completion of discharge sU~ary form
110
2001 Staff appraisal .guidance and audit
2001
tPR procedural statement
1tl
- guidanceand audits
112
2001 IPR Audit 2000
113
2001 Referral protocols for psychiatric assessment
114
2001 Donation of body for medical research
115
2001 Guidance on= organ donation
116
1t7
2001 Outcomes o~ three nursing practice audits (Infection control)
........
2001 Audit of community hospitals’ compliance with bed rail guidelines
..........
118

0ategory
Olin, Gov
Olin. Gov
Ctin, Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
01in. Gov
0lin. Gov
01in. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
35
Olin. Gov
File 34
Olin. Gov
File 35
Olin,
File 35/20 Olin, Gov
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
File 14
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
File 13
Olin. Gov
File 13
Olin. Gov
File 13
Ctin. Gov
File 13
Olin. Gov
iFile 13
Olin. Gov
File t 3
Olin. Gov
Olin. Gov
i File
1_=____~3
Olin. Gov
Olin, Gov
t~3 Ctin. Gov
iFite
Olin. Gov
Evidence
File 20
File 20
File 16
File 17
File t 5
File ! 3
File 13
File 12
Fiie 12
Fife t2
File 12
File 12
File 12
File I2
File 5
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Year

Event

~0t Fails Policy,,,,.deveiopment,,,Guidelines for medical emergencies in GWMH
2001 Accountabili~,.structure PHCT
2001 Department of medicine for elderty peep!e ~PH~C0nsuitant timetable
2001 Out of hours Consu_ltan~t memo.re_Suspected, fracture
2001_..!~.d.Uctio~n programme
2001 November 2001 Essential information for medical staff, Dept Med for Care of Eldert~_
2001 Night skill mix review GWMH

120
. . . . . . . . . . 12!
t22
124
125_
126i
129
130
131

’~0,0,,! Workbad review, El~!~,,,M~icir~~ (PHT~
2001 Review 0~ nursing with!,n,,Department for Elderly Mental Health
2~0~ Manage.me..nt of pain May 2001
200! Policy for the prevention and management of Mainutrit~on N~vember 01
1331
t34 "’~0! Changes to list of material for inclusion when records are microfilmed (.
2~001 Post-registration dev~iopment pr0gra~me fortY’lied healtt~profession~ls
.......i’36 ~-’~- supervision manual ....
~’~t List of c6urses undertaken byF&G om
2001 Qutline of courses attended by Practice Develop~ment Facilitators 99 - 01
138i
142i
2001 .Re,~,~’~ of National "Sentinel ~!inic Audit on evidence-based pres¢[ibing for ~.lder people° PHT
2001 Re-audit (Dec 01) of neuroleptic prescribing_inEl~der~ Medicine,
"200i ~istri’~| Audit,report on Rehab services for OP in Portsmouth Feb 01
2~01 Older p~’0ple s Nation~i Se~ice Fi:a~wor~ g~J~ r~i~. ~-wT-de, and F&G LIT
200.1_ ~alnutrition. policy November 2001,
2002 February 2002 Culling and microfilmin9 0~ deceased .patients notes from GWMH was stop__ped
2002 ,-’Cameron tQ.!an Piper email 30/04/02 re progress,0n CG issues,
2002 F&G rettospec!ive rev!ew o[..nutrition and.pain management of ~atients on .specified medication,

i531

i63i
169I

,~2,Q02 31/48,,,~.urses com p!eted drug com petences..training (sy~!n_ge drivers) 2002/03
2002 Generic tra.n_sfer docume~t for QA and Haslar produced for moving patients to GWMH
2002 CHI dec Recommends that medical staff are trained in the dsk reporting.system, ? Done
172i
2002 Protoco! for transferring, patients to intermediate care
173i
~iiii~02 Draft Gu~Jelines fo~ clinicat supervisi~ ~;~ medical Staff
~
2002_Proc~lure t0.¢onta~t out of..h_our~sgeriatrician
1761
!77
2002 Enteral feeding training docu.ments 53,1 .....
2002 ALERT training ~pread
181
2004 F&G,’ completed ac.t.!,on plan again..st CHI recommendations, Handed to clinical governance committee lan 2004

Evidence
Fib 13
File 13
File t2
File 12
File 12
File 12
File 12
File !2
File 12
File 12
File 10
File 10
File I0
File 1
File 1
Fite 1
File 1
File 3

File 3
File 3
File 5
File 23
File 27

1701

...

File
File
File
File
File

19
20
20
35

Category
Ctin, Gov
Ctin, Gov
Clin, Gov
Clin, Gov
Clin, Gov
’Ciin, Gov
Clin, Gov
31in, Gov
31in, Gov
31in, Gov
Ctin, Gov
Clin, Gov
31in. Gov
~lin. Gov
31in. Gov
Clin. Gov
C/in, Gov
Clin, Gov
31in, Gov
31in, Gov
3tin, Gov
Clin, Gov
31in, Gov
’.Clin. Gov
31in. Gov
Slin. Gov
Clin. Gov
Ctin. Gov
Clin. Gov
Clin, Gov
,Clin, Gov
Clin, Gov
Clin, Gov
C[in, Gov.~
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152-0002

Matter:

Gosport inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

6 January 2009

Fee Earner:

,..S_._.P_..K_._.e_..n.~!_.a..ged in attending oni._...C_._0_.d.__e_...A_._.i~rom Hampshire PCT Communications and with
L._..c_ _o..d.._e_....A_._.i fro m Trimedia.
The purpose of the meeting was to consider preliminary actions to prepare key messages,
story boarding and question and answer briefings for the press and for general publication
as well as assisting the staff,
A number of key risks and messages were identified.
There was some confusion between the PCT and the SHA in respect of assurances
in 200212003. It was noted that assurances were being provided now and it was a
risk that the media would pick up this was now very late in the day.
It was discussed that previous assurances had been given and SPK believed that
this documentation should be available within the POT, He will consider this further.
Further SPK advised that an angle to take would be to indicate that we were doing
the exercise now for the PCTfNHS generally on the basis that although we did the
exercise of assurance in 2002 and actions were undertaken, in light of the inquest we
wanted to assure ourselves as to the current practice and therefore further review of
the service and assurances to the Department of HealthlSHA were appropriate,
It was important to get across messages with regard to changed practices both for
the medical and nursing and prescribing point of view,
We needed to get across that there were checks and balances now in place to
minimise the risk of problems of this nature (or indeed any risks or untoward events)
occurring,
As far as the implications for staff were concerned we should indicate that now
clinical govemance within the NHS has fundamentally changed and we have fully
integrated systems of incident reporting and no blame reporting to identify errors and
to change practices. This was discussed in detail,
It was important that staff were noted to be supported during the procedure,
It was important to note that there was now a change in culture within the NHS, SPK
discussed the changes to clinical governance in the last 10 years resulting from
’organisation with a memory’,
Documentation
SPK agreed to obtain authority to release the following documents to the COMMS team for
them to prepare preliminary briefings and key facts,

1

Copy board assurance from PHT.

2

Draft of LH’s statement (on a confidential basis, on the basis that it now still has to be
approved in final version. It was noted amendments may be undertaken).

3

Evidence of changes in prescribing practice (to be received from the pharmacist).

74951592_I.doc
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4

Copies of the 88 witness statements and summaries.

5

Timeline.

6

Review of the changes in clinical governance (being prepared by Patricia Radway),

7

Likely key criticisms following discussion with Counsel,

Other Matters Discussed

SPK outlined the potential verdicts.
SPK went through the likely Court procedures but indicated at the moment we did not
have a clear detail with regard to the procedures or the particular procedures and
timetable to be set down by the Coroner. We did not know when the witnesses would
be called or when the verdicts would be given. It was hoped that there would be a
final verdict on the last day of the inquest rather than a series of verdicts throughout
but this was unclear at this stage.
3

SPK advised that although staff and the public would see it as a criticism of the NHS
and of themselves personally, it was in fact not a ’trial of the service’.

4

Trimedia to develop question and answers for publications on the website and staff
covering basic points,

5

Trimedia to develop a fast fax sheet handout.

6

Trimedia to develop detailed question and answer briefing for in-house use and
briefing of spokespeople,
SPK to consider documents and advise if any issues arise before publication,

8

SPK to liaise with Trimedia over briefing dates with staff so they can coordinate a
briefing for staff at GWMH,

9

Trimedia and SPK will consider spokespeop!e and SPK to fiaise with Peter Mellor as
far as PHT was concerned.

10

It was agreed that we should preliminary work in place on these documents prior to
the next steering group meeting.

i ........~~~-~- .......

74951592_1.doc
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152-0002

Matter:

Gosport Inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

6 January 2009

Fee Earner:

Code A

SPK engaged in attending on i ...... ~g~~-~---]at Waterlooville Police Station.
[i~i~i~ii@~~_i~i~i~i~]indicated that they had taken between 33 and 40 drug registers, however,
only 6 refer to the patients involved. He showed me the drug registers in the store room. He
also indicated that they had taken numerous medical notes from the NHS and some from
local GPs. Notes from the local GP have been returned to the SHA some years ago.
He indicated that medical records came in various formats including originals, microfiche and
on CD from various hospitals and nursing homes,
1 indicated that the NHS would like a return of the original notes and that I would confirm
arrangements with Hampshire POT for them to be collected directly, He was happy with this
arrangement. He showed me several crates full of original documentation.
[~[~[~[~[~[~#~[~[~[~[~[.had been liaising with the Coroner and at the moment he did not have copies
of the relevant notes. He will arrange for a bundle to be provided to the Coroner for onward
transmission to the interested parties,
[i~i~i~i~@i~~ii~i~i~i~]then showed me photocopies of relevant entries from the drug registers
which have been taken and also relevant entries from the medical records from the !0
patients involved in the inquest. These had been copied and transcribed and further had
been cross referenced to the statements which were taken.
He supplied to me a full copy set of the extracted notes and also a full copy set of the
relevant extractions from the drug register. He also supplied to me a list of documents which
the police were holding so that we could refer to these and he would be happy to release
copies of those documents if we requested,
He also supplied to me a list of drug administrations for each particular patient.
He confirmed in his view that no patient appeared to have been over administered with the
drugs.
Time was taken in copying the documents which i took with me.
Time taken 14 units.

74948848_1.doc
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GMC investigation.
As far as the Inquest is concerned that Coroner will be looking into the cause of death
and strictly the "conduct" of the doctor is relevant as there are no issues of responsibility
or blame to be considered by the Coroner. The cause of death may be the drug or it
may be the natural progression of the disease. The evidence from the experts
essentially concentrates on criminal intent and the conduct of the doctor falling below a
reasonable standard (or otherwise) and potentially exposing patients to risk, Though
these issues are likely to come out during the inquest they do not directly impinge on the
cause of death.
NM asked whether the Coroner will let questions run and SPK confirmed that
although it was not an Article 2 the Hearing it is likely the Coroner will give some
leeway to the families and may indeed do so himself,
SPK reminded the group about the technical concerns regarding this inquest process
and the fact that it had been ordered by the Secretary of State without bodies being
present in the jurisdiction, There was some agreement that it was unlikely to satisfy
the families and actions by the family in the future were discussed. A civil action was
now considered to be in all probability out of time and the next matter for the families
was likely to be the GMC Hearing.
Several action points were then agreed.
Supporting Staff
it was agreed the briefing meetings held before Christmas with the Clinicians and staff had
been well received. RCN were confident the nursing staff were feeling appropriately
supported and further support should be made available. It was agreed that I set up a
further briefing meeting for Clinicians and other management staff prior to the Inquest
probably at the end of Februaryfearly March and a date was to be set.
CHI Response
The table response produced by Leslie Humphries had been "signed off" by Graham Za.~i.
It was agreed that Graham Za,~ki was appropriate as the matter I did not have time to go
before the Board. NM reported that following the Steering Group meeting yesterday this
report was to be audited by the SHA and Benita Payfoot would provide feedback. The report
were then be signed off by the Board,
It was agreed that a hard a soft copy wilt be sent to SPK to be added to the evidence of the
Coroner.
Time!!he
It was noted that Leslie Humphries had produced a helpful timeline. It was noted that !.~.~_~_~.,
!._C...o_d_e_...A_.~as to review and provide a comprehensive timeline by the end of the week.
Explanation of Clinical Governance
It was agreed that[ ......... -(~~i-~-~- ......... iwitl produce a t page explanation on the changes and
development in th6-iS~’O-qi~-~o-t~-of-¢~re and clinical governance as far as rehabilitation and
palliative care is concerned to assist the Coroner.
74948540_1.doc
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152-0002

Matter:

Gosport inquests (Joint instruction)

Date of Attendance:

7 January 2009

Fee Earner:

Steering Group meeting PHT - 6 January 2009.
in attendance:

Patricia Radway (Head of Governance)
i._._._C_..o.__d._.e..__A_._._i(Operational I~anager DI~OP)

During general discussion, a number of matters arose or were discussed: JC was concerned about timetabling of witnesses. It was agreed that this appeared
to be unsatisfactory and the Coroner had made no effort to schedule witness
attendance. A discussion took place as to the format of the inquest SPK indicated
that the Coroner was intending to deal with each patient separately. It was agreed
that SPK would call the Coroner and push for information with regard to witness
attendance.
SPK went through the inquest process set down by the Coroner and his intention to
deal with each enquiry separately. It was unclear how this would be handles by the
Coroner and whether witnesses would need to attend on several occasions together
or just on one occasion. Various verdicts were discussed including natural causes,
open verdict and accidental death and the requirements of each were explained.
SPK indicated that one issue to clarify (possibly with lan Reid) is what was accepted
practice in t998 and what was acceptab!.~ practice. SPK had been given the
impression that whilst Dr Barton’s a prescribing practice may wel! have been
accepted (possibly on the nod), it did not appear to be "acceptable" as far as the
experts were concerned and whether it could be supported publicly needed to be
clarified.
SPK went through various evidential issues raised by the experts. It was noted that
the experts were critical of the prescribing regime and also the fact that the patients
may have been "exposed" to risk. That is entirely different from actually exposing the
patients to risk and actually over administering the drug. NM indicated that from his
experience in practice there was no upper limit to the prescription of Diamorphine to
patients who needed it for end of life care.
5.

SPK outlining the differences on evidence for the following: Inquest
Criminal intent/proceedings

74948540~1 .doe
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SPK said it would helpful if this were with us within the week in order to assist Counsel,
Pharmacy Evidence
it was agreed that the CHI Pharmacist "Boo" Vadher should be asked to provide a page on
end of life prescribing practices and changes over the years since this event so we can brief
Counsel and the Coroner.
Q&A Sheet
It was agreed to liaise with a DMOP department and Tri-Media. it was noted that Q&A will
be prepared for public consumption and thought that this would be appropriate it will assist in
preparing the document for assisting staff and also for use at the staff briefing meeting.
A discussion of evidence before the Coroner
SPK repeated that his view at this stage (subject to review by Counsel and a review of the
medical staff) that the evidence put before the Coroner was:Statement of Leslie Humphries (to be finalised).
CHI report table from PHT.
Timetine,
Pharmacy evidence.
Explanation of Governance.
List of available documentation,
At this stage subject to further review SPK felt that there was no additional evidence which
he was keen to put before the Coroner at this stage. If the Coroner (or other interested
parties) sought further information then of course the NHS would supply as available,
SPK - Time waiting for meeting 30 minutes
Meeting - 60 minutes
Attendance note - 24 minutes.

74948540_1,doc
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Gosport Inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

11 March 2009

Fee Earner:

Telephone Conference
Parties in attendance:

¯
~,

Code A
Peter Mellor- Portsmouth Hospital NHS Trust Company Secretary (PM)

¯ ....................

...................

Preliminary introduction
SPK stated that he had provided a brief summary of the minutes of the conference attended
on 6 March 2009. PM confirmed that he was satisfied with this and did not require a detailed
note of the conference.
SPK stated that Ann Dowd hadprovided detai~ed notes on Dr Barton’s statement as well as
the statements provided by the experts, SPK said that it was noted that Dr Barton mildty
criticised the regime at the time as well as supervision. Ann Dowd was quite critical about
the Dr Barton’s views as detailed in her statements. SPK thought that he might consider
asking her to remain on hold during the duration of the inquest just in case her attendance
was needed.
SPK also informed PM that a witness schedule from the Coroner had been received but that
it bore resemblance to the previous one,
inquest Attendance
SPK stated that during the conference, it had been decided that i ...... ..c.._o_..d.e_._..A_ ......~ould go
down on the first day but that the PCT were unwilling to pay for her to attend all through the
inquest. The PCT had decided thati ...... -~-~-~,...... -~wou~d attend the inquest for the duration of
6 weeks with the exception of one v~6~t~-ii~-~F~i~-!~i---(~-l~-~l~-~---~ould send a paralegal from
...... ~-~l~-~--i SPK stated that he would attend oS-tri-e~ti~¢t~fA£-’as well as the days when Dr
~l~-fi-R6[~-~~"scheduled to give evidence (3, 8 and 9 of April), PM also stated that he would
try and attend on the same days as SPK including the end of the inquest,
PM stated that he was nervous about the fact that a presence of admin staff in suits could
create tension for the family and that there would be an automatic assumption of which
would lead to fear/friction from the family, SPK agreed with this saying that it might give the
impression that the PCT or PHT had something to hide,
SPK also advised PM to liaise with Richard Samuels at the PCT so that he could obtain
copies ofi Code A !nquest notes.
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Media Issues
SPK stated that it was his understanding that there would be a nightly update with Tri Media.
PM stated that there was a suggestion at one stage to have a rota so that people from
various departments ,.a_.t_._T_._r!.._m._.e_..d._~_a._._.would be present throughout the inquest. PM also said that
it now appeared that i Code A ihad been chosen to attend the inquest for 6 weeks; it was
his understanding, sh-6-~-5~il~l-~;~fid out summaries to a{I the relevant parties including Tri
Media.
PM did not think that most of this was necessary as far as tri*media but it was agreed that he
would send SPK a copy ofi~_ .-_~-_d.-i~iwritten brief and let PM know if there were any
serious issues. It was only necessary for us to get involved!tri-media to get involved if a
serious probtem arose.
PCT/PHT Document
SPK informed PM that i ...... ~-~~-~~ ...... ~qad gone through a number of files at the PCT but had

not found anything of

however dec ded to disclose

some policies from the PCT.
SPK also requested that PM send us a copy of the PCT’s latest board assurance
documents. This along with the SHA assurance documents would be sent to the Coroner.
SPK stated that it was noted that the PCT would not get their board assurance until 25
March but that it would be handed to the Coroner at some point during the inquest,
Inquest Verdicts
SPK stated that Counsel was anx!_.o_.u_._s._._t._o._.#_.o_i_,nt out the fact that there could possibiy be a
verdict of neglect especially in thei Code A icase which involved an obese man with severa~
co-morbidities. SPK also referred~tO-tlie-fa~~ that the expert report discussed issues of
failure to monitor patients. However SPK said that in his view, the causative point was of
more importance and that a failure to monitor did not actually kill the patient. [-~i-~-~--~lso
pointed out during the conference that these patients were not monitored in tl~-~,-~~i-~-6-~-~y as
those with acute illnesses which could actually be cured.
SPK also pointed out that there were issues around system neglect, poor pharmacy systems
and stated that these points were all accepted. SPK said that in his view, the Coroner was
not actualty investigating these issues as this was not an article 2 hearing. Furthermore, the
Coroner did not have evidence in relation to policies to actually make a decision on these
issues, It was also noted that the MDU were still reiaxed and had not made any effort to
criticise the evidence provided by Dr Barton, nor have they been critical of the PCT or PHT.
Dru~ Administration
During the conference SPK said thati--(~-~i~-~--i had made it quite clear that Dr Wilcock
lacked expertise in this area. She st~[6-d-tl~-~f.-156’ dealt mainly with patients who were in need
of palliative care, for example, cancer patients as opposed to people who had a string of
diseases at the end of life. She also said that even if a high does of opiates had been
administered, it woufd be difficult to prove whether or not this had actually caused death.
She could not totally discount that it had. SPK stated that an important issue would be the
time of administration; if death had occurred 30 minutes after an opiate was administered,
then this would contribute to evidence that the opiate had actually caused death.
75512214,_1.doc
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i Code A ialso explained that drowsiness was a symptom of the dying process and not a
"-~i~e-e~ec~"of the opiate administered. PM agreed with this as he had observed a patient
who was near death experience intense drowsiness.
SPK stated that the Coroner was intent on using Dr Wilcock as an expert witness at the
inquest; this was the case regardless of the fact that Dr Wilcock had admitted in a memo that
he was an expert in palliative care and not rehabilitative care. SPK also stated that in his
opinion, Professor Black was a better expert.
Staff Matters
PM stated that it was his understanding that i-~~J~-~.-}was briefed to represent everyone from
PHT at the inquest. However, PM confirmec}-tS~t-SPK’s main concern would be towards Dr
lan Reid and Portsmouth Hospital NHS Trust. SPK also confirmed that the RCN would be
representing all nurses. PM wanted to know if Briony had any concerns for Dr Reid’s
wetlbeing at the inquest. SPK explained that Dr Reid would not necessarily have a
comfortable time in the witness box but he did state that it was Dr Barton’s care and not Dr
Reid’s care that was the main question for the inquest.
PM also wanted to know if Dr Reid would be blamed in any way at the inquest. SPK
reassured PM that it was his hope that this would not be the case; however, if there was
blame it would not be upon Dr Reid solely but should rather be a matter for the entire
department at the time.
Family Matters
PM enquired as to whether the families of the deceased were represented at the inquest.
SPK confirmed that only two families were represented at the moment* as far as we are
aware. PM also wanted to know whethe( ......... -~~-~i~-,~ .......... ]family members for instance,
would be able to ask questions relating to[ .............. (~-~-~-~- ............. !death. SPK stated that this
was indeed the case as the Coroner inten’~j~-~]-t~-t~:~t-i’~-l~’i[~-~-~mbers as "interested parties
in each others". SPK stated that it was his hope that the Coroner would set out a more
structured approach for the inquest closer to the date.
PM stated that it was his understanding that there were separate days for each deceased;
he however wanted to know if the Coroner would give separate verdicts. SPK agreed that
although this could be regarded as a logical approach, the Coroner had decided to hear all
the evidence first and then give one verdict at the end. SPK also explained that from our
point of view this was a positive thing because it would give the Media only one chance to
produce a publication relating to verdicts, as apposed to 10 different publications on verdicts
in this matter.
SPK also informed PM that it was important to keep the issue straightforward for the jury.
He stated that Dr Barton was the last witness to be called and her statements would be the
last on the jury’s minds.
SPK also said that there had been a folio of papers released by the Police, this had gone to
the Coroner but does not appear to have been disclosed further.
Financial issues
SPK discussed the issue of Counsel’s fees with PM. SPK informed PM that Counsel’s clerk
had requested[-~~-~J~-~~fori ...... -i~-~-~i~-~ ...... ~ith a[~,~[J~-J]refresher fee, exc udinff.[e_a.s~_0abte
.~_.x_~_.e_.n_._s._.e_._s.._ SPK explained ’t~t-ne-rracrp-r~wousty talked about th~s figu,re for iCode AI
Code A ibut was not inclined to agree this amount for [ ........~-~i~-~,......... ~ SPK ~i]~6-~-§[~1 that
75512214_1 .doc
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_.w_.!~_.h_._.d_.[.s_._c.g_.s_.s_.!.o_._n._.s_._.w_.!.t_.h_.j .........C_._o_._d._e._._A._ ....... iShe had stated that the PCT would agree an amount of
.c._o_._d..e_._A_....................... ,~n .d_..a_._r..e_!!.e_..s.her ofi~-~;~~ii SPK said that although he would have
liked to reduce the amount to L...C_£_d...e_._A_._i he felt that he might need to go up to the
mark, as stated above,
PM raised a query in relation to M&R bills. He said that he would usually receive monthly
bills fo~ .............. ._C._o._.d_.e_._.B_. .............. iin Portsmouth; however, he said that he had received three bills
and there had been some replication in terms ofi
Code B
icontribution to the work
in Gosport. SPK stated that he would investigat&~[~]g-~-ff~l-~l-6t-5-~~R-to him.
SPK informed PM that our bill for the months of January and February came to
approximatel~i-~~~-i~,-i he said .t_._h._a._t._._h._.e_._._w._.a_.s_._._k._e._.e_._n._.t_.o_.,minimise expenditure for PM so as to
bring costs witri~ff-t5~-5~dget of i
Code A
~as previously agreed. SPK also said
that after the conclusion of the (~6-~55-iff-l5q-~J;~-t~-~-fi~ would arrange a meeting with PM to
discuss his legal needs and to consider ways to provide him best value for money,
Action Points
Obtain PCT board assurance from PM; to be submitted together with SHA assurance
tabte to the coroner,
PM to liaise with Richard Samuels to obtain,iiiiil. .-_-_O.-_~i_~ii~iiiiiiinquest notes when they
become available.
.

SPK to liaise with accounts to get correct bill.

¯
.
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From:
Sent:

11 March 2009 12:05

To:
Subject:

FW: Barton statement 4t11/04

importance:

High

Sensitivity:

ConfidentiN

Attachments: Dr Wiicock 09,03.09.doc; Dr Barton’s Statement 09.03.09.doc; Professor Black 09.03,09.doc

Code A

Sen t~. JLO.~ar_cb,.zoDg_.I_4_:Z$ ...............
To:
Code A
Cc: Kiran Bhogal; Metlor Peter - Company Secretary; Reid Ian - Consultant DMOP; Jill Mason
Subject: RE: Bad:on statement 4/11/04
importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential
Dearl.........~-0"~i~-~,........
Fo!lo~gT~5~-6g-fi’-SN-l~-i’~day’s meeting here are my further comments as requested. If you need anything fuflher
please let me know
Regards
Ann

..... Original Message

rom[ ..............................................
TO: Dowd Ann- Dr; i--~~i~-~,--]
~c:[--~~-~~-~--iM~]~Sf-Pe~i~-z-C6~npany Secretary; Reid ian -Consultant DNOP; Jill Mason
Su6]g~i-l:(Ff~g~on statement 4/~1/04
Sensitivity: Confidential

Ann

Thank you very much indeed for undertaking this and providing your thoughts and comments in
advance of the meeting on Friday. I am interested to see you general comments about the experts
and these may to some extent reflect the view we have taken until now that the experts my no~ be
best positioned to assist the Coroner and jury with clear guidance, I think the issue of complicated
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COMMENT ON DR BARTON’S STATEMENT TO THE POLICE

Dr Barton started in general practice in t980 and therefore was an experienced
practitioner when she took up her post in 1988 as Clinical Assistant.
She states that this is a training post. This is incorrect. Training posts are where
junior doctors gain experience in particular specialties, often taking post graduate
examinations, with a view to specialising in that area longer term, whether this be as a
Consultant or as a General Practitioner. A Clinical Assistant is a non-career grade
post, ie the doctor is not in training to pursue a career in that area.
Dr Barton suggests in her statement that Drs Lord and Tan@ were overstretched with
too many commitments. Copies of Consultant timetables from ! 997 and 1998 show
that they had similar numbers of clinical commitments to other Consultants in the
department at the time.
Dr Barton suggests that Dr Lord had to spend significant periods of time at Queen
Atexandra Hospital and St Mary’s Hospital. In actual fact she only spent half a day at
St Mary’s Hospital each week to do an out patient clinic. She had 3 sessions (half
days) allocated to clinical work at Queen Alexandra Hospital. She had 3.5 sessions
per week allocated to commitments at Gosport War Memorial Hospital, specifically
Dolphin Day Hospital each Monday morning, Daedalus or Dryad Wards on alternate
weeks on Monday afternoon, out patient clinic in Gosport War Memorial Hospital on
alternate ThurSday mornings and Daedalus Ward every Thursday afternoon. This
cover continued whilst Dr Tandy was on maternity leave. In addition Dr Barton failed
to mention that there is always an on-call geriatrician who is available by phone for
advice.
Dr Barton described the patient population in Gosport War Memorial Hospital with
increasing frailty, implying the need for medical expertise that may be beyond that of
a general practitioner managing a frail and!or dying patient in a nursing home. In
actual fact in many areas of the country now, including Fareham and Gosport, all
continuing care is done in nursing homes by general practitioners with no regular
consultant input.
Dr Barton states that the consultant cover to the 2 wards was increased to 10 sessions
per week in 2000. This is incorrect, as consultant sessions for each ward never went
above 2 per week.
ABD/BN
09.03.09
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COMMENT ON DR ANDREW WILCOCK AS EXPERT WITNESS
1N THE GOSPORT WAR MEMORIAL INQUEST CASES

Nine of the ten patients whose cases are being reviewed in the Gosport inquests were
admitted to Dryad Ward, which at the time was a continuing care ward. Continuing
Care is a sub-specialist area of Geriatric Medicine for patients with complex and
multiple problems who have very little in tt~e way of reversible pathology and may
often be at the end of their life. They have complex interacting conditions, often
including both physical and mental health issues, resulting in functional dependency.
The aim of continuing care is to manage these complex, often irreversible problems in
a holistic manner and where indicated, provide palliative care. The complexity of
needs in this patient population is often not appreciated by specialists in other areas
whose focus is often on management of a single pathology, often with more clearly
defined management pathways.
Dr Wilcock is a specialist in palliative medicine and medical oncology in an academic
department. Although he has experience of general medicine including health care of
the elderly, he states this is in the acute and rehabilitation sector. These areas of
geriatric medicine are very different from continuing care. In acute geriatric medicine
older people often with multiple pathologies have an acute and usually reversible
problem which would be managed with a combination of investigations and active
treatments. Rehabilitation is for those older people who have experienced a
functional decline as part of an acute illness but who have the physical and mental
ability to respond to multidisciplinary treatments to improve their physical function.
Dr Wileock would not appear to have had m~y experience in managing older people in
a continuing care setting, where their physical frailty, mental health problems and
functional limitations means that an intensive interventional approach is neither
successful, nor often appropriate. In addition he would not appear to have experience
of managing older patients in a cottage hospital setting.
In the late 1990s when the patients in question died, palliative medicine was very
much focused on cancer care. Patients with cancer have a very different disease
trajectory to the frail complex elderly. Cancer patients often maintain a good physical
function for quite some time after diagnosis and then have a relatively rapid decline.
Therefore it is easier to identify the terminal phase of the illness. The frail elderly in
contrast, have a much more flucmant downward trajectory with increasing frequency
of an array of ilInesses and a gradual deterioration in their physical and mental
function. Therefore it is much more difficult to identify the terminal phase for those
who do not have experience in managing this patient population.
Although concepts of palliative care defined by palliative care consultants are broadly
applicable to all patients at the end of their life, there are particular issues in applying
some of these management strategies to the frail complex elderly, particularly where
patients have dementia. This patient population cannot articulate their symptoms in
the same way and therefore cannot participate in management decisions to the same
extent.
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Although Dr Witcock is clearly an expert in the field of palliative care his experience
is likely to be mainly with cancer patients, and those older patients he does manage
are likely to have either cancer or single pathologies. He would not seem to have
experience of managing end of life in the frail elderly with multiple co-morbidities,
mental health problems and functional disability. In particular he would not seem to
have experience of managing these patients in a community setting.
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REVIEW OF PROFESSOR BLACK’S CASE ASSESSMENTS
1. Leslie Pittock

Professor Black in his case abstract describes an elderly man with a long history of
mental health problems, including an agitated depression which appeared to respond
poorly to management. As a result he had a physical and functional decline, being
admitted to residential care. He had a deteriorating oral intake, deteriorating mobility,
was catheterised and had started to develop pressure sores. As Professor Black says
on page 16 (6.12), in his view the gentleman was by this stage at the end point of a
series of mental and physical conditions and that his problems were now irreversible~
He was in considerable mental distress and had physical symptoms partly related to
that and partly related to the other medical problems. In Professor Black’s view he
was dying and termina! care with a symptomatic approach was appropriate. I feel that
this is a situation that would be well recognised by consultant geriatricians and this is
the approach that the vast majority would take.
It is also important to highlight Professor Black’s comments in section 6. !3 where he
feels the use of Morphine-like d~aags are widely used and believed to be usefu! in
supporting patients in the terminal phase of restlessness and distress that surrounds
dying. In patients with mental health problems it is often difficult to know whether
their agitation is in part due to pain and Mr Pittock’s nursing notes did document that
he had some pain.
Professor Black goes on to comment on the fact that Diamorphine, Hyoscine and
Midazolam were all written up to be prescribed with a dosage range if required in the
drug chart. As he says, this is quite common clinical practice in order to allow the
nursing team to have some flexibility in the management of a patient needing
symptom control at the end of their life, without having to call a doctor to change the
drag charts every time. This is a practical approach to management in community
settings.
In section 6.15, page 17 Professor Black comments on the conversion of Morphine
doses to Diamorphine. I would agree with this and therefore the starting dose of
Diamorphine was higher than many clinicians would have used. However, even in
subsequent days when the doses were increased there are entries in the nursing
records that indicate either agitation or pain on movement, suggesting that shqnptoms
were not fully controlled even with the higher than expected starting dose of
Diamorphine.
In section 6.16, page 18 Professor Black comments that Midazotam at a starting dose
of 60rag per 24 hours was probably excessive. He does ackaaowledge that this is sti!l
within current guidance, however points out that many older people need a lower
starting dose of 5-20rag per 24 hours. However he does not take into account that Mr
Pittock was a previous user of Benzodiazepines for a significant period of time,
because of his mental health problems. People who use oral Benzodiazepines often
require higher doses of this group of drugs in a syringe driver thereafter.
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In section 6.19, page t9 Professor Black comments that the combination of high doses
of Diamorphine, the high doses of Midazolam and the high doses of Nozinan are in
his view likely to have caused excessive sedation beyond the need of symptom control
in this dying man. However, the nm’sing notes for 15th, ! 6th, ! 7th and 18th January
have an entry about agitation on movement and symptoms being difficult to control
which suggests that although doses of medication were being used that resulted in
some sedation, his symptoms were not fully controlled and therefore the dose was not
excessive in trying to relieve symptoms in a dying man. The last dosage change of
the syringe driver was undertaken at 1800 hours on 20th January and Mr Pittock did
not die until 01.45 am on 23 January, ie he did not die immediately after an increase
in dose of medication in the syringe driver. As Professor Black points out in section
6.19, page 19, the prediction of how long a terminally i!l patient would live is
virtually impossible and even palliative care experts show enormous variation.
Therefore it is perfectly possible that Mr Pittock would have died at the same time due
to his terminal illness whether he were given the drugs listed in the syringe driver or

not.
2.

Elsie Lavender

The picture of Mrs Lavender is of an elderly lady with a long history of diabetes
mellitus and subsequent complications including a peripheral neuropathy, weight gain
and blindness. A functional decline is described with an impaired Barthel score in
1995 of 14/20 (measures activities of daity living such as mobility, continence etc)
and she presented after a fall, which is often a marker of frailty in older people.
Following the fall she was left with weakness in both arms and legs, which may
possibly relate to a stroke and also developed a sacral sore. Again, clear markers of a
consistently downward trend in physical function which is likely to have a poor
prognosis. Professor Black supports this assessment on page 1 of his report where he
says is seems likely to him that she had several serious illnesses which were probably
unlikely to be reversible and therefore she was entering the terminal phase of her life
at the point of admission to Gosport Hospital.
Professor Black criticises the medical assessment of this lady in section 6.4, page 15.
He believes that she was misdiagnosed and had a quadriplegia from a high cervical
spinal cord injury secondary to her fall. Without reviewing the medical notes it is
difficult to comment on this but of note, Dr Wilcock, in his assessment, records the
suggestion of unilateral weakness and signs which are more supportive of a stroke.
Even if this lady did have a spinal cord injury, given her other co-morbidities she is
unlikely to have been fit for any surgical intervention and therefore symptomatic
management, whether the diagnoses be stroke or cervical spine injury was
appropriate. Indeed, later in his report in section 6.9, page 17 Professor Black states
this himself.
Professor Black feels that the initial management of pain in this lady was appropriate.
His main criticism is around the dose of Diamorphine started in the syringe driver. I
would agree with his comments on the appropriate starting dose in section 6.15 on
page 18, however it is important to point out that Mrs Lavender did not die shortly
after this dose of medication commenced and lived for a further approximately 36
hours.
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As he points out the prediction of how long a terminally ill patient wilt live is virtually
impossible and therefore it is quite likely that this lady would have died within the
same time scales as if she were given the syringe driver or not.
3. Helena Service
Professor Black described this lady who was very elderly, having a sequence of
medical problems over a number of years, including increasing deafness,
hypertension, stroke, major abdominal surgery for gastric ulcers. These resulted in a
physical decline necessitating her move into residential care. She subsequently
developed heart failure and increasing physical dependency. Alongside this she
started to develop increasing confusion on a background of memory problems. Of
note, Professor Black points out in section 2.2 page 4, that the natural history of heart
disease is in general a progressive decline over time with a very poor prognosis once
serious heart failure has developed as documented in this lady in 1995. He does not
explain that this is the case in patients without other co-morbidities. Mrs Service
would have had an even worse prognosis given her acute on chronic confusion and
physical dependency. He does however point out in section 2.7 and 2.9 that she has
ongoing delirium despite treatment and he quite rightly says that she appeared to be
entering a terminal phase of her illness.
Professor Black points out in section 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 that the starting doses of
Midazolam and Diamorphine in the syringe driver were both at the upper limit but
within current guidance. He also points out that Diamorphine may be the drug of
choice but it is difficult to criticise the use of Midazolam to help manage this lady’s
restlessness. He does go on to cfiticise the doses further in section 2.t9 saying that
they were higher than necessary in this very elderly and frail lady. However from Dr
Wilcock’s summary of the nursing notes, this lady only had partial improvement of
her symptoms on the starting of Diamorphine and Midazolam and a further entry
overnight on the 4th June states that "she remains restless". These would be clear
indications to increase the dose of palliative medication again. In addition, this lady
did not die shortly after the last increase in her syringe driver, she died 15 hours later.
If her symptoms had not been fully controlled it was quite appropriate to increase the
dose of Diamorphine and/or Midazolam in the syringe driver. This lady was
terminally ill and was dying and therefore she may well have died within the stated
time scales whether she had had the syringe driver or not.
4. Ruby Lake

Professor Black gives a past medical history describing a lady with increasing health
problems and deteriorating functional ability with a history of osteoarthritis, leg
ulcers, heart failure, renal failure, who needed to sleep downstairs in her house and
had a Barthel of 12/20 (indicates impaired mobility in terms of activities of daily
living). Her hospital admission was precipitated by a fall and a hip fracture, again a
clear marker of increasing frailty which in itself has a significant mortality attached to
it.
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When admitted to Dryad Ward on 18th August she has a Barthel of 6 indicating
significant functional dependency and that the management plan was to get to know
her and gentle rehabilitation.
I feel the statement of gentle rehabilitation is
misleading. Dryad ward was a continuing care ward for patients with complex and
multiple problems who had little in the way of reversible pathology. However saying
that, even within this setting, the team would always do whatever they could to
maximise whatever limited potential the patient had. This is very different from
providing active rehabilitation. Mrs Lake goes on to have problems with increased
breathlessness, persistent chest pain and distress and would appear to have had
worsening heart failure. Professor Black points out in section 6.14 and 6.15 that the
doses of Diamorphine and Midazolam prescribed in the syringe driver were
reasonable. In addition Mrs Lake did not die shortly after the last dose change within
her syringe driver but approximately t 8 hours later. It is quite possible that she would
have died from her underlying terminal illness within this timescale whether she had
been given the syringe driver or not. Clearly the syringe driver was indicated in order
to control her symptoms at end of life.
5. Arthur Cunningham

Professor Black describes an elderly gentleman with a long history of deteriorating
Parkinson’s disease, depression, cognitive decline, mye!odysplasia and a large
pressure sore. He is clearly a gentleman with end stage diseases who is very
physically dependent with an extremely poor prognosis and the aim is to palliate the
symptoms. I would agree with Professor Black’s summary in 6.22 page 19 that the
combination of acute problems on top of his known progressive chronic problems
including the large necrotic pressure ulcer, would mean that active treatment in an
acute DGH was very likely to be futile and therefore inappropriate. It was appropriate
to admit him to a caring environment for pain relief and to observe and provide
symptomatic support. He also points out that the starting doses of Diamorphine and
Midazolam within the syringe driver were within the range that was acceptable for an
older patient. In section 6.27 he was also found still to have agitation needing an
increase in dose of medication. Professor Black feels that increasing the Diamorphine
was appropriate but the increase in Midazotam appeared excessive. Professor Black’s
only criticism in this case is the increase in dose of medication in the last 2 days of
life. I would agree that if there are no entries in the medical or nursing notes to
indicate ongoing syanptoms, then it is difficult to justify the increase in doses.
However this may reflect poor record keeping rather than lack of symptoms as this is
clearly a man who has had a lot of agitation and distress and who is dying. Mr
Curmingham did not die shortly after the last increase in dose in his syringe driver but
approximately 12 hours later, reducing the likelihood that death was immediately
attributable to Diamorphine and/or Midazolam.
6. Robert WiLson

Professor Black describes an elderly gentleman with severe alcoholic liver disease and
a poor nutritional status which, as he points out in section 5.2, are markers of serious
alcoholic liver disease with a poor long term prognosis.
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He presents with a fall, again another marker of increasing frailty in the elderly and
despite intervention he does not improve significantly remaining very dependent with
a Barthel score of 5/20 and faecally incontinent. Professor Black indicates in section
5.t that Mr Wilson was to be transfen’ed for possible further rehabilitation. I am not
sure where this comment came from or who made it. However, I think it suggests a
misunderstanding around what was possible for Mr Wilson as he was transferred to
Dryad Ward for continuing care. Continuing care is for patients with multiple and
severe co-morbidities who have little in the way of reversible pathology. His medical
history to that point indicated that he had severe disease and there were signs that he
has deteriorated despite intervention; he had increasing weight, indicating fluid
retention and no improvement in his liver function.
In section 6.7, page 17 Professor Black criticises the use of Oramorph for analgesia on
!4th October. On this date he received 2 doses of 10mg and then on 15th October
was prescribed !0mg 4 hourly. Professor Black states in section 6.8 that weaker
analgesics had controlled his symptoms the previous week in Queen Alexandra
Hospital. However in his summary of the nursing notes from that period detailed in
sections 5.8 - 5.10 it is clear that Mr Wilson recurrently complained of pain and to
quote in section 5.10 was "still asking for strong analgesics on 8th October". Also
from Dr Wilcock’s summary of the nursing entries, Mr Wilson had complained of
pain on the night of t4th October despite the use of Oramorph, suggesting that it was
reasonable to give this stronger analgesia on a more regular basis. Professor Black is
concerned about the total dose of Oramorph of 50mg in 24 hours as being excessive.
As he stated in previous cases, an equivalent dose of Diamorphine would be 20-25mg
over 24 hours. In previous cases Professor Btack has indicated that a starting dose of
Diamorphine 20mg was within an acceptable range for older patients. It is therefore
not clear why he felt that an equivalent dose was unreasonable in Mr Wilson’s case.
Professor Black may have been concerned because of the poor liver function in this
gentleman, however this may be counterbalanced by the fact that he was quite a large
man weighing in the region of 100kg, which might need a higher dose.
Professor Black criticises the use of Diamorphine and Midazolam in the syringe
driver, although agrees that Hyoscine is particularly usefu! for patients with a large
amount of secretions. However, it would appear from the nursing notes that Mr
Wilson required regular oral Morphine to control his pain. If he was unable to take
oral medication because of his deterioration, then transferring him to an equivalent
dose of Diamorphine would have been an appropriate measure. Equally, if someone
has a lot of secretions and is in heart failure they are often very breathless which can
be quite a frightening sensation. In these situations the use of both Diamorphine and
Midazolam help to relieve this sensation. Unfortunately because of poor notekeeping
it cannot be clarified either way if this was the case. In particular it is of note that Mr
Wilson did not die within a short period of time following the last increase of dose in
the syringe driver, but approximately 18 hours later.
7. Enid Spurgeon
Professor Black describes a very elderly lady with increasing frailty and a
combination of poor eyesight, depression and mild memory impairment who has a fall
and fractures her hip.
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Of importance he points out in his summary of conclusions the poor prognosis after
such a fracture, particularly in those with impairment of daily living before the
fracture, with up to 25% of patients dying shortly after the event.
!n section 6.6 of his report Professor Black criticises the commencement of stronger
opioid analgesia from the point of her admission into Gosport. However, from his
summary of the nursing notes he reports that there are continual reports of pain during
her hospita! stay when she had already had Paracetamol in Haslar which clearly was
not controlling symptoms at that point. Additionally, as he points out in section 6.7
even with commencement of opioid analgesia this did not fully control her symptoms.
Equally of note, Professor Black points out in section 6.8 that Mrs Spurgeon was
commenced appropriately on antibiotics for potential wound infection and as she
deteriorated despite this, it was appropriate to start a syringe driver as she was clearly
dying.
! would agree with Professor BIack’s calculation in section 6.9 that an appropriate
starting dose of Diamorphine 40mg in 24 hours would be appropriate. She was
initially prescribed 80mg but as Professor Black points out this was reduced to 40mg
after the intervention of the consultant.
In section 6.10 Professor Black feels that the dose of Midazolam given in the syringe
driver was on the high side for an older patient but does acknowledge that it is still
within the recognised dose range, it is of note that Mrs Spurgeon did not die shortly
after the last dosage increase in the syringe driver but approximately 9 hours later.
This lady was clearly at the end of her life and as Professor Black points out in section
6.11 a prediction of how tong a terminally ill patient will live is virtually impossible.
Therefore, irrespective of the syringe driver she could still have died within these
timescales.
8.

Geoffrey Packman

Professor Black describes a gentleman who, although younger than the other patients
listed, at 68 years, had a number of very significant problems including gross morbid
obesity, chronic leg ulcers and significam pressure sores.
He criticises the fact that although gastrointestinal haemorrhage was suspected in
Portsmouth he was continued on anticoaga!ation. On looking at this point further
there was a suggestion of possible gastrointestinal haemorrhage with Mr Packrnan
having passed black tarry stools. However he did not have a significant drop in his
haemoglobin at that point and also a rectal examination did not find evidence of
melaena. The only other way of identifying whether this gentleman had had a
gastrointestinal bleed would be to undertake endoscopy. As Professor Black himself
points out in section 6.5 this would be quite a major procedure on such a dependent
gentleman and a high risk intervention. Therefore, there is no clear evidence that this
gentleman had ongoing bleeding. Being very overweight and completely immobile
he would have been at high risk of developing deep vein thrombosis if Clexane had
not been continued as prophylaxis against this complication.
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Professor Black further criticises the development of pressure sores during Mr
Packman’s hospital stay. However looking at Dr Witcock’s summary of the medical
and nursing notes Mr Packanan had bruising on his buttocks in the shape of a toilet
seat on admission. This was therefore the likely start of tissue damage that had
commenced prior to admission rather than solely being sustained during his in patient
stay.
It is important to note that Professor Black highlights in section 6.6 the terrible
prognosis of a patient with toss obesity, catheterised and with recent deep and
complex pressure sores and that most of these patients invariably deteriorate despite
the best efforts of staff and die in hospital. Equally, even without these measures as
described in 6,7 a patient with a massive gastrointestinal re bleed in an otherwise fit
65 year old, would be a marker of significant risk of death. There is some criticism
that although the decision taken by Dr Barton to manage Mr Packmm~ palliatively at
Gosport was reasonable it had not.been discussed with the senior clinician. Dr Barton
was a very experienced general practitioner who would be experienced in making
similar such decisions for patients with multiple and complex problems in nursing
homes who develop an acute illness.
In section 6.10 Professor Black criticises the starting dose of Diamorphine of 40mg.
However he does acknowledge that it would be very difficult to assess the required
starting dose for this gentleman due to his massive obesity and also his serious
pressure sores which would be extremely painful on being dressed. Equally it is
important to note that he could find no evidence that there was any significant side
effects from the Diamorphine and that his symptoms had been relatively well
controlled as described in the nursing notes. Further, he goes on to say in section 6.12
that although the doses of Diamorphine used were higher than might have been
conventional at the start, they were required to control Mr Packman’s symptoms and
did not contribute in any significant fashion to his death.

Professor Black describes an elderly lady with a number of chronic medical problems
including chronic renal failure and hypothyroidism who also had a dementing iltness.
She had a functional decline and finally presented to hospital as a social crisis at home
with her family no longer being able to cope. This is the picture of an older person
who is on a downward trajectory due to complex physical and mental health
problems.
It is important to note in section 6.4 that the assessment of her renal failure was that
this was a progressive problem with no easily treatable or remediable cause and the
small kidneys shown on ultrasound suggested irreversible kidney pathology. It is
equally important to note in 6.5 the point Professor Black makes that mental
deterioration and increasing confusion over the course of a year may well have been
missed in a hospital appointment with a general physician.
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Although attempts were made to treat potential infection, which could have been a
reversible element to her deteriorating cognitive function, there was never any definite
evidence of sepsis and the antibiotics made no difference.

As Professor Black says in section 6.7 it is unlikely that any therapeutic intervention
would significantly alter the progression of either mental or physical deterioration. In
addition he points out in section 6.8 the number of markers she had suggesting a very
high risk of in hospital death, with a long hospital stay, delirimn on top of a
progressive dementing illness and a low albumin marking poor nutritional status.
Professor Black criticises the use of the Fentanyl patch in section 6.14. Whilst this
would not be a common scenario for using this medication and the rationale behind it
shoutd have been described more fully in the medical notes, one can see potential
reasons for its use. Professor Black himself has pointed out that often opiates and
Benzodiazepines are used together for terminal restlessness as it is often not clear in a
patient with dementia whether part of their restlessness is due to pain. The options
for giving opiates toiiiiil.-_ .-i~.-_d.-_611~iiiilj were firstly orally, however there is some record that
she had previously been refusing medication. An alternative would be to give her
subcutaneous injection. However, from the nursing notes she had clearly been very
agitated at times and would need to be restrained for the injection to take place. A
Fentanyl patch is a way of giving topical opiates which may be less invasive and
distressing to someone who is in an agitated state. Clearly the FentanyI did not over
sedate her as she needed to be given an intramuscular injection of Chlorpromazine on
the following day in order to address her marked agitation.
If a patient is severely agitated and they are a risk to themselves and/or others, under
common law there is a duty of care to restrain them and this usually takes the form of
both physical and chemical restraint. If rapid tranquilisation is undertaken in this
way, it is of prime importance to ensure that some regular sedation is given so that
this distressing intervention does not need to be repeated thereafter. This would be a
clear indication for commencing the syringe driver.
Professor Black goes on to discuss the use of Midazolam and Diamorphine in section
6.19 and 6.20 concluding that atthough the dose of Midazolam was higher than many
clinicians would use, was still within the current guidance and atthough the use of
Diamorphine was more contentious it is still a widely used drug in supporting patients
in the terminal phase of restlessness.
As Professor Black points out in section 6.23 it is quite possible mad may even have
been probable that without any treatment, considering her creatine of 360 on t6th
November, she would have been dead on 21st November. In addition, she did not
deteriorate shortly after the last adjustment of her syringe driver and indeed died over
36 ho~ars later.

Professor Black describes a very elderly lady who had a number of chronic and
deteriorating conditions including obstructive airways disease, atrial fibrillation, left
ventricular failure and more latterly dementia. She presented with a fall and a
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fractured hip which is a common marker of increasing frailty in the elderly, often with
a very poor prognosis. In addition, during her in patient stay she had an episode
which may well have been a further stroke.
tn section 6.9 Professor Black points out that, based on the nursing assessment of her
distress and breathlessness, it was appropriate to commence opiates as a symptomatic
response in someone with multiple chronic illnesses who was making no significant
progress after 3 months in hospital. He feels that the 5rag 6 hourly of oral Morphine
on 18th and 19th December were an appropriate dosage (section 6.10). He equally
points out in section 6.10 that the decision to move her onto a syringe driver was a
reasonable one for a patient who was dying.
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D e a r .r ~. -.0.-_d-_~I.A.-~]
GWMH Inquests
Having now had the opportunity to review the files held by my client, Hampshire PCT, I enclose copies
of the following documents:
Documents supporting the concerns raised by three members of staff w~th management on
Redclyffe Annexe (which subsequently became Dryad Ward) at GWMH in 2001. Having looked
through the documentation I cannot find anything to show that these concerns were acted upon
(which as at 22 November 200] ) is supported by a letter from the RCN Officer confirming that as
at that date the compo!.a.j._n..t..s..!._c..o..n_c_.e_.rns had not been acted upon.
There is also a memo dated 5
December 1991 from~ Code A i(Patient Care Manager) which states that due to a lack of
response to an eaHie~-~-~-6-6f:~November spedfic con0_..m.e_n_~..c._~_.n_..n._ot be made, Interestingly.
Keith Murray (RCN) in his letter of 10 December 199] tol Code A i says "As far as f am aware it
is not the use of the syringe drivers that is the cause of concern,., and reference is made to the
Minutes of 11 july 199] (namely the use of diamorphine for terminal patients at Redclyffe
Annexe,
What I was able to find was a letter from one of the Employment Partners ati

Code A

~to the

Chair at the then Fareham & Gosport PCT, As the letter provides legal advi~-~-~!5~-~-~-6t
matters relating to Mr Piper (CE at Fareham & Gosport PCT) I have not included a copy of the
letter but 1 think it would be helpful for you to have the following information which is directly
relevant to the nurses concerns and from which we can safely assume that no action was taken:
Mr Piper was redeployed from September 2002 after papers came to light on ] 6 September 2002
which indicated that nursing staff at GWMH had expressed concerns about prescribing practices
at GWMH to those responsible for management in 1991. The fact that concerns were previously
expressed was not known prior to these papers coming to light despite the previous police
investigations into the death of Gladys Richards and the subsequent review by CHI (although Mr
Piper is not named in the papers as being an individual to whom concerns had been made known
by nursing staff), The SHA issued a press release on 20 September 2002, which indicated that
additional information concerning the care and treatment of patients at GWMH had come to light
and that the SHA was committed to ensuring that all appropriate action was taken in relation to
this new information, which was likely to include looking at the management decisions at GWMH,
The announcement confirmed that lan Piper and Tony Home (CE at East Hampshire PCT) had
been temporarily redeployed to other duties. It would appear that the investigation never got off
the ground due to a request from the police in case it prejudiced their investigations,
Complaints correspondence in resp,..e._c._t._..o._f.:_ ...........
i(comptainanti ...... ~_o._d_e._._A_._._.iincluding a copy of the Independent Review
Code A
a, i
b,

Oode A

Policies
b,
Co

d~

Criteria for admission to Daedalus & Dryad Wards (AL/29.9.00)
Policy for the Prevention and Management of Pressure Sores (October ] 997)
Prescription Writing (October 1995) and second document with same title but undated
Control and Administration of Medicinesby Nursing Staff 0anuary ] 997)

y:\CASEDOCS\00238662\00000001 \7208937.DOC
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MiscelLaneous documentation:
a, Learning from Experience (Action from Complaints and Patient Based Incidents 1998 -

200~)
GWMH Action from Complaints and Service Development Work ~ 998-2001 (integrated
Action Plan and Progress Report)
c.
Letter from Dr G Turner (Consultant in Geriatric Medicine) to Mr M Millett (CE at
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust) dated 16 September 1999 relating to a complaint
concerning[ ..................................... ..C.£_d._e...A_ ..................................... j Included as Dr Turner comments
on the morphine dosage
d. Report by the Health Service Ombudsman into an investigation into a complaint made by
.c_._o..d.e_._A....... idated 22 March 2001
[ ...... _C...o_._d_e_..A_. ...... ]m relation toi ......
b,

5,

Organisational Chart prepared by the PCT’s communications team

The other documentation at the PCT post dates 2001 and is not in my view going to assist us and
inclusion will, 1 think, only go to complicate matters. I am conscious that we need to agree what
further documentation (if any) is to be put before the Coroner in addition to the Organisational Chart
(enclosure 5) and my view would be that we limit this to documents 3(b) to 3(d) and make reference
to the CH1 report findings for any other documents requested. Please let me know.
In terms of the review of the complaints correspondence undertaken generally, a number of themes
emerge as follows: a lack of documented discussion with relatives regarding the use of opiates; the
use of and dosages of oramorph (morphine) for pain control in the absence of documented and/or
clinical need; assumptions made of patients being in the terminal phase without any or any further
diagnostic tests being undertaken; and regime on Dryad Ward being completely out of date.
I have separately emailed you copies of the syringe driver documents which the PCT has been able to
find although these post date the period under review and I am not sure that the inclusion of these
documents will assist but we can no doubt discuss further when we meet this Friday,
Finally, I am instructed following a discussion between Richard Samuel (at the PCT) and the BBC
journalists that Mr Horsley (Portsmouth Coroner) intends holding an inquest into the death of Giadys
Richards on conclusion of Mr Bradley’s inquests, I have said that I would make inqulries into this
and I will let you and Stuart and everyone else know whether this is the case as soon as I am able to.
I hope to have determined this prior to our meeting this Friday so that we can, if necessary, discuss
tactics~
If there is anything else 1 can assist you with please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely

C’-o-d’-e. . .A. . . . . . . . . .
...................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Client:

Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust - 30000!9-1201

Matter:

Gosport Inquests (Joint instruction)

Date of Attendance:

2 March 2009

Fee Earner:

Telephone Conference

Code A
Richard Samuel- Director of Performance Standards, Hampshire PCT- RS
i Complaints & Litigation Manager, Hampshire PCT- EW
---~-~-~.---[-~5~:oject Officer, Hampshire POT- MD
Julie Dean- Senior Consultant ,Trimedia UK-JD
[:.:_:_:_:.:_-~._~.~_-~._:~_:_:_:.:_:_:j-rrimed~ UK- CS
The meeting commenced with a brief introduction from all present, RS asked if there was an
update on the legal side; SPK stated that he had received a letter from the Coroner stating
that he was under pressure to add Gladys Richards to the existing list of 10. He was
however concerned that due to the time scale, it would be difficult to bring it to the same
level as those on the pre-existing list.
SPK reminded those present that the coroner wrote to the MOJ in early/mid January
suggesting that a public inquiry would be preferable; there has been no response on this
point. The Coroner has also indicated that he is not intending to extend Dr Reid’s evidence
to include future inquests.
PM stated that he did not think that this was an issue to worry about. He stated that if the
inquest was handled with clarity and the verdicts were clear and identical, then it would not
leave much room for an 1 lth deceased to be added on. KB suggested that if an ! lth
deceased was eventually added, much would depend on how far the Coroner investigated
the deaths.
SPK informed the group that there would be a conference with counsel on Friday involving
lan Reid and Ann Dowd.
RS said they had concerns about the content of the expert witness statements and what
expert evidence was likely to come out at the hearing and asked if KB and SPK had seen
them. KB responded that she has seen the report and she encouraged the group not to
worry about it’s content. She reassured them that Counsel was capable of handling this
matter and that the statements would not be placed before the jury. SPK further explained
that it is the evidence that the witnesses provided in the witness box that was of importance.
RS stated that given the length of time in which the statements were produced, the
witnesses would have to rely heavily on their statements. SPK agreed that the experts would
have to rely on their reports, their memories as well as the medical records provided. SPK
stated that in his opinion, this, and the fact that the reports were prepared for another
purpose, could make their evidence poor. He also said that he had conveyed this to the
coroner but he has insisted on relying on the Experts. SPK was also not sure that Dr Wilcock
754109! 0_1 .doc
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had the right experience. KB reiterated this point including the fact that the expert reports
was obtained for a criminal purpose which has a higher threshold,
KB stated that it would be useful for either i-l~~-~i-~-~ior JD to read the reports to familiarise
themselves with it so that they would not b~-6~-~i~[~-t-6ff guard by the evidence provided.
RS inquired as to whether KB or SPK had done an analysis of the expert reports. KB stated
that she had not done one but could do so. SPK stated that they should have received
witness summaries which summarised the evidence of the experts in their bundles as they
were done byi ........ _c..0_._d_e_.A_. ....... iin December. Agreed to forward to Trimedia.
.................................

RS explained that the RCN had recognised a potential conflict and as such, they have
commissioned separate legal representation for two of the nurses. KB asked if the nurses in
question made a complaint and PM confirmed that they did. KB asked if they knew what the
conflict was and RS stated that they did not have the answer to this.
RS asked how closely we are working with the RCN and what their stance is in terms of
shifting blame. KB stated that she would talk to Betty Woodland about this. SPK stated that
he spoke to[~_ .-_~.-_e.-_e.-_.-_A.-~ia while ago and that he had stated that he was happy to work
jointly and did not intend to criticise those involved. KB said that it was in everyone’s best
interest to work together. SPK said that the complaints had been made 15-16 years ago but
that bore little resemblance to the current practice.
PM suggested that KB make contact with the RCN on their intended approach towards the
inquest scheduled to commence on!8 March 2009. SPK requested that KB feedback to him
if she speaks to them before Friday. She confirmed that she would oblige.
RS stated that they needed to create a line for the media of how they managed Dr Barton;
this line should satisfy both Dr Barton and her legal representative. KB suggested that RS
and his team come up with a line and she would liaise with Dr Barton’s representative.
RS asked if there was any information.j_n._._t._h._.e_._.w_.]~_.n_._e.,ss statements which gave cause for
concern which should be dealt with bYi Code A iat this stage. KB stated that if any
unexpected evidence came forth durin’~l-tri6]~i~Eie-&t then she would inform them. She stated
that the main criticism which she had noticed which could be highlighted by the press was
the fact that the complaints made to management was not dealt with. KB also stated that the
majority of the inquest would focus on the prescribing practices used at that time. SPK said
that from his point of view, the family members are more likely to create a scene to attract
media attention if they were not happy with the proceedings.
MD asked if the witness statements by Lesley Humphrey would be used for the inquest. SPK
stated that this would depend on the meeting scheduled for Friday 6 March 2009. SPK
further explained that the coroner was not keen to add any new evidence and ...... unlikely to
........ statements assurance table from PHT, POT and SHA.
A question arose as to the legality/appropriateness of media action. SPK indicated briefings
and contact before the inquest would help. Door stepping was a possibility but broadcasters
and papers need to comply with Ofcom and --- guidelines, A watch should be kept for any
(unlikely) ........ problems. Presumably, Trimedia would copy all reports and report to us if
they ...... any problems.
SPK and KB said that they would provide feedback after the meeting on Friday.
Telephone Conference ended at 13.00pro
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30 minutes,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

03 February 2009 I6:23
...... _.R4eJ~r_.£e~.e - Company Secretary’
...... Ef#8~-~

Dear Peter
~ had a very helpfu~ discussion at the PHT Steering Group meeting this morning on the telephone, Once again ~ found
this to be a helpfut forum, Dr Dowd was in attendance and she is of course the Divisional Clinical Director and a
Geriatrician, Her view of Dr Wi~cock and Professor Black was that they were too academic in their approach and
seemed to betray a lack of experience from a practical point of view in dealing with end of life care on the ward,
think that sums up our view quite nicely.
She indicated that she will be in a position to assist us in reviewing the evidence of Professor Black and Dr Wilcock
and 1 thought this wouid be helpful, It maybe that she can support Dr Reid and may assist us in dealing with the
evidence at the Inquest. I am reviewing this question with Counsel and it may be that we could consider using her
~,ither to replace an independent expert (as we are not being allowed to call any additiona! expert evidence) or to assist
us in crystal!izing the issues to discuss with an expert,
! will keep you up to date on this particular point as it seems the most important issue for us to "bottom out" from a
legal point of view,
in the meantime my advice remains that you should concentrate on the media aspects of this matter and the staff
support. Have you made any progress with Tfimedia?
Kind regards

Code A
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152-0002

Matter:

Telephone call in from Peter Mellor

Date of Attendance:

29 January 2009

Fee Earner:

Peter M. calling in.
He is conscious of our emaii from yesterday on next week’s meetings. Urusla is back but in
meetings and he hasn’t spoken to her yet. He will chat with her about future asap, In the
meantime:
Media
PM saw with interest my comment about Trimedia getting good news stories out. They had a
small panic yesterday because Trimedia wanted approval for a press release from the PCT.
It seems the BBC are "door stepping" staff possibly at home I GWMH. The document that
came through was pretty poor and PHT comms and PM made changes. PM has concerns
about POT Comms department and quality of Trimedia. He didn’t feel it necessary to involve
us as KB had seen it and he is happy for the PCT to carry on paying. PM not sure what KB
had said - not particularly interested.
We agreed the following for next Monday ! Tuesday
No need to attend steering group, PM doesn’t feel there will be much benefit in his
attending - but he will go, Ta~king shop only
2.
He sees there is a meeting in his diary afterwards but he has no idea what it was.
explained I thought it was to discuss legal issues - 1 had seen that suggestion from the PCT.
Agreed SPK to be available to input on the phone if necessary.
3.

SPK to advise PHT steering group on the phone on Tuesday morning,

4.

Cancel staff briefing until we have more concrete info.

PM happy for to input from Birmingham which he sees as most cost-effective and I agreed
there would be little added value to him personally from my coming down to PHT,
SPK keen to input if KB involved.
SPK

Engaged: 2 units
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Mr P Mellor
Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust
Queen Alexandra Hospital
Southwick Hill Road
Cosham
Portsmouth
PC6 3LY

27 January2009

By email only
Dear Peter
,G. osport Inquest__s
It was good to see you again yesterday, and as promised,[-~~-~iand I have reviewed the
notes of our meeting with Counsel and prepared a list of actions,
! attach an action list and you will see that some of the matters have already been put in
hand.
already written to the Police seeking copies of the additional witness statements
’-6f-D-i-~eid which do not appear to have been released to the Coroner or to us. We have
also asked for availability dates from Dr Reid for a further meeting with Counsel to discuss
his evidence. We propose that this should take place in London so that it is more cost
effective.
i Code Bihas

We are also making contact with the Coroner to obtain his views with regard to Dr Reid and
any additional witness statements. [..C._o_..d..e.__A.[.~ also asking him to confirm that he is not
intending to put that single summary sheet (which the Police gave us yesterday) in front of
other interested parties as we have concerns about his accuracy.
We have also had a response from the Coroner to the letter[-~~i~-~.Twrote last week. ! attach
a copy of the reply. We remain concerned about this, es~-~~]~ii-~ as the main nurse now
appears too il! to give evidence. In light of the Coroner’s comments (again) on Rule 43 and
the experts we wilt need to consider PHT’s position and action carefully. 1 attach a copy of a
further letter we have sent to the Coroner.
We have sent a copy of the full CHI report to Counsel as she requested.
Stuart and I have considered the list of actions very carefully and we are also mindful of your
view with regard to additional work to be underta,.k_._e._n._..!_n_.,support of PHT, Having considered
this further, and following your discussions with hC_.o_.d_._e._.B_.ilast week, we are inclined to agree
that as far as PHT is concerned much of the preparatory work has been completed although
clearly you will want some input into the statement either prepared by Lesley Humphrey or
perhaps now by the SHA on the governance and reassurance issues. It seems to us that
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the PHT has substantially completed internal assurances and can no doubt deal with press
and other enquires when they arise. That will be for liaisons with yourselves and with the
media advisors. We are not sure of the current state of the PCT’s assurances and although
we understand their need to obtain appropriate assurance (and to the protect the reputation
of the NHS in the County), on the other hand you need to be concerning yourself with the
management of the hospital now and PHT’s reputation. ~ am hopeful that, to a greater
extent, the division is clear and we are now concerned with assisting you in achieving your
aims.
Stuart and I take the view that it would be beneficial to PHT and for the process overall if we
were to continue the liaisons with the Coroner and the Police as those channels of
communications are open and working well. We would propose, in order to save PHT costs,
that Weightmans and the PCT deal with:
issues surrounding the 199! complaints;
the review of any extra documentation held by the PCT;
the preparation of the additional bundles for the Coroner.
We would have no objection to them preparing a statement for the SHA subject, of course,
to our comment and approval. We also would have no objection and believe it would be cost
effective for yourselves for Weightmans to lead on any instructions to an expert (assuming
the MDU wilt not assist us) and once again we would propose that, subject to our review and
comment on their letter of instruction.
When you have had an opportunity of discussing the future conduct of this matter with
Ursula we might propose a revision of the tasks which we could do to support you. It is our
view that it would be more beneficial for us to support Dr Reid through the process in giving
the evidence, in his liaisons with Counsel and possibly using Stuart’s experience as a BBC
journalist to rehearse members of PHT staff (subject to their experience of course) in
handling the difficult questions and interview situations that might arise.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact either[~-~~J~-~]3r,
................. , me and, of
course, we will keep you up to date with developments and actions. When you can confirm
the position with us then we wilt fiaise with Weightmans and hopefully they will be agreeable
to undertaking the relevant tasks.
Yours sincerely
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Action following conference - 26 January 2009

To do list

Action to take / taken

Obtain 2 witness statements from Dr Reid.

SPK written to IR and Police 26/01.

Copy documents released by the Police for iCodeAi to do.
interested parties.
Write to the Coroner to stop the first sheet in

SPK Written 26/01,

the Police document going to the interested
parties at the present time.
Obtain relevant BNF entries from 1998/1999,

Available fromi~[-~]Library.
............
In hand.

Obtain 1999 guidance on syringe drivers.

L.c_o_~_e._~] to check date on leaflet in bundle.

Produce organisation charts.

KB to do.

Consider Lesley Humphrey statement/SHA

Liaise with KB, Suggest KB to prepare SHA

statement,

statement?

A full CHI report to Counsel.

SPK done 26101.

Preparation

of

bundle

of

documents

for

Suggest KB to do.[._C..o._a._e._.A_.ito review & check,

Counsel to consider. Send to the Coroner,
Access to independent review report Devine

Suggest KB reviews PCT papers to locate and

case,

distribute.

Check letter Coroner writes to the experts.

SPK written seeking copy of any letter to
experts 26/01,

KB to review PCT papers and consider extra

KB action.

documentation,
Contact Tailis!MDU.

Suggest iCode BI make initial contact, Suggest
KB instructs expert M&R to review and check
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SPK written to Dr R to get dates and set down

Book second conference with Dr Reid.

for February.
KB to check 199t complaints.

KB action,

Contac1~ .......... ~~i~~- ......... i

KB,
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Client:

Hampshire Primary Care Trust - 4007152-0002

Matter:

Gosport Inquests (Joint Instruction)

Date of Attendance:

26 January 2009

Fee Earner:

Code A

’

Conference with Counsel on 26 January 2009 - 13:05,
In attendance:

Dr lan Reid
Peter Meilor
Lesley Humphrey
Counsel started by indicating that she wanted to cover the following topics.
1, The approach to the Coroner,
2. The clients’ approach to this Inquest.
3.

The evidence of Dr Reid,

Additional evidence of Dr Reid
Dr Reid indicated that he had given 2 very detailed witness statements on the matters of
Code A
i He said he had been interviewed and cautioned by the Police with
"Wi][Chi[~]~-fi:6~-tREB-15~’esent, He does have copies of these statements and they run to two
and a half folders, He thought he had been interviewed for some 20 hours,
It was clear that these statements had not been made ava!.l..a_._b.J..e._._t._o._._a._.n_~/one at the conference
and we only had his short form statements for the patients .................C_._0_.d_e_._..A- ............. i It was
agreed that SPK would obtain copies of these statements and make available to Counsel,
Coroner’s a~groach
Counsel was concerned the Coroner had not given this matter due consideration and
inadequate thought had been given to the logistics in respect of the evidence and also the
approach of the other interested parties had not been thought through properly, It also
seerned apparent at this stage that Dr Barton’s Barrister had not given this matter proper
consideration and appeared to be content to deal with problems as they arise. It was noted
that only 2 of the families had representation, only the NHS appears to have given proper
thought to this matter,
The solution to our concern here was for the NHS to manage the process and move things
into the direction that we want. We would want to avoid an adjournment on I8 March if at all
possible. It was noted the Coroner appears only to have the annotated medical records, the
75t 47349_! .doc
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drug register entries and the statements. He indicated he is happy for additional disclosure
of documents from the NHS.
Counsel considered what other evidence we may want to put into a bundle for the Coroner.
1.

Documents disclosed by the Police. A number of documents have been disclosed by
the Police including the prescription charts which should be included in the bundle.
The Police produced a summary list of patients. This was considered to be unhelpful
and appeared to pre-judge the issues that the Jury may have to consider. Concerns
were expressed over it’s accuracy and it was agreed to contact the Coroner making it
clear that this was not an agreed document to go to the other parties or before the
Jury.
BNF entries. Counsel asked that the relevant BNF for 1998/1999 be copied and
made available. This should be given to the Coroner.

4.

Guidance on the syringe driver~ This was noted to be in the bundle of documents
from the Police though it appeared to be undated.
The CHI Report
Relevant guidance from the time in question, Counsel referred to binder 4 and to the
following documents which should be included in the bundle for Counsel Tab 7 - Administration of medicines programme for updating staff 1997,
Tab 8b - Administration of medicines policy for nursing staff 1997.
Tab 10 - Guidelines for the confirmation of death May 1998.
Tab I2 - Prescription writing policy (July 2000).

Discussion took place in respect of further documentation available on the complaints files
and an independent review was undertaken on one of the complaints. It was agreed that KB
would review the complaints files held by the POT and make the impendent review available.
Rule 43 Evidence
A discussion took place in respect of Rule 43 and an explanation of its relevance. It was
agreed that it was a problem for the NHS because we want to get certain evidence in, in
respect of the changes that have taken place and the position in respect of the service now.
This has been taken up in correspondence with the Coroner and SPK said that he had
written following the Pill. tt was considered that the Coroner really did have a statutory
requirement to look into issues under Rule 43 though it appears that he is not going to do so.
Counsel pointed out that it is a problem for the NHS in that we have broad facts given by the
witnesses and issues of prescribing practice and policies called into question by the 2
experts who wilt consider that there were failings, If the Coroner goes no further that wil! be
the extent of the evidence and will leave the public with a perception of a service that is
failing and we need to consider our angle to get in the current situation and our message
today. We need to consider our approach to damage limitation and evidence to support this.
Peter Mellor agreed that the public wanted assurances and he wanted to know whether the
Coroner will follow our lead and consider what was going on at Gosport currently.
75147349_1 .doc
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Counsel pointed out that we would want the Coroner to widen the scope of his investigation
slightly to provide this reassurance, There is no restriction on what the NHS can give the
families and we can send open correspondence to the Coroner and ask him to put additional
evidence in the bundle for general consideration. We could seek to persuade the Coroner
additional evidence should be available to all interested parties for consideration.
Peter Mellor’s view was that there were 2 main issues, Firstly the public wanted
reassurance but secondly the families don’t appear to give a "damn" about what is
happening now, they simply want "heads on a plate",
~oointed out the PCT have other problems in Hampshire. They are
"--~65-8~i:5-6~-&qS6-L~t the media and other issues giving the service a poor public reputation in
the County.
~-~-~-~-~-~--~ondered whether we could use Rule 43 to get this evidence in.
Counsel pointed out that whilst that maybe possible, as things stand at the moment the only
way to get this evidence in is via Dr Reid, Do we have another witness who can dea! with
this issue for us?
It was noted that Lesley Humphrey had been identified as an appropriate witness. Following
a discussion it was agreed that Lesiey was able to provide evidence to put the matter into
context and her experience and management of the system was such that she could go
through the factual changes and explain the current situation within the service. She could
not deal with the reasoning behind decisions taken by Directors over the years, but that was
not necessary, Leslie could produce the table in response to the CH~ report. She could not
discuss 1990s management reasoning,
SPK indicated that the Coroner was aware that there was potential additional evidence and
he said informally that he didn’t want it. We are awaiting the outcome of this conference to
decide whether or not to proffer up Lesley’s statement,
Counsel asked whether the client wanted Lesley’s statement in. The PCT indicated that
they did and Peter Mellor was in agreement although his concerns were slightly different. As
he had already outlined.
Lesley wondered whether or not the information could be shared in another way and not
through the Court,
Counsel indicated that she wanted to get the evidence orally into Court if possible or
alternatively to give the Coroner and other parties agreed documents indicating the level of
service provision currently, However Counsel preferred to give the evidence in a contextual
context.
JM pointed out that we had good liaisons with the Coroner currently and SPK pointed out
that it was necessary to get this evidence into the public domain,
Peter Melior considered that the SHA was seeking assurance about the level of the service
and this had been provided by PHT. It appears that,!_.h_._e_._.S_._H_._A_._a_r._.e_._r.,easonably content and he
wondered whether the SHA could give a statement.L ....... _C._..o._d_..e.__A_ ....... iwondered whether
Richard Samuels was the right person.
Peter Met!or thought it would be best to get somebody from the SHA, one of the Directors
who had been given assurance and this can be put in front of the Coroner and the public.
The SHA have examined the evidence and are reassured,
75147349_! .doc
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Counsel wondered whether a brief witness statement from the SHA might be more
appropriate and could someone be indentified. She will be hopeful to get the Coroner to
accept this evidence and simply comment on it and provide public reassurance separately
from the investigation into how these patients died,
Peter MeIIor was keen the press needed to have the reassurance and [i~i~i~i_-.C_-~.e_-i_-.A_-i~i~i~i~i
indicated that she had made contact with the relevant BBC journo,
Expert Evidence
Counsel noted that there was no interest from the Coroner for any additional expert
evidence, Whether or not he was going to write to the experts to brief them on the
appropriate questions and evidence the Inquest was not clear, SPK indicated he was not
confident. The issue had been raised and was being chased in correspondence, It was
agreed that if the Coroner did write to the experts with a brief then we should seek copies of
those letters,
We needed to consider carefully what was our approach.
It was thought that Dr Reid would not be able to give evidence on the cause of death,
Counsel noted the pro-formas which had been produced by the Coroner were designed to
assist the Jury to sp~it off the evidence of the various experts for each individual patient.
Counsel thought it would be a very difficult process for the jurors to undertake.
Counsel considered the important question was whether or not we could defend the practice
of immediately prescribing Diamorphine to be given as required if Dr Barton was not
available. Is this anticipatory procedure defensible? Was it accepted practice at the time?
Dr Reid indicated he thought it wasn’t defensible in the absence of documented pain. He
indicated that he had previously worked in Southampton and there, there had been a Doctor
available full time and therefore this problem hadn’t arisen. He referred to previous
involvement with a GP and he didn’t recollect it happening with opiates like Diamorphine. Dr
Logan suggested that if the patient is identified as dying then it is good practice to write up
opiates and tranquilisers in anticipation, If it is felt the patient was admitted for palliative care
the aim is to reduce suffering and not either to prolong or to shorten life. So if a patient
arrives with no prospect of improvement it is appropriate to write up drugs. If the purpose of
the admission is for rehabilitation then it would not be appropriate,
Counsel pointed out that we don’t have an independent view on the admission and condition
of these patients and whether or not it is appropriate. Counsel pointed out that a central
issue is whether or not we could defend ourselves and the practice and the only way to do
that might be to obtain an independent expert to defend our practice, Of course (as Peter
Mel]or pointed out) and expert may not support our practice, At least then we would know
where we stood.
Counsel pointed out it was a question of causation - what caused the deaths, can it be linked
to our Prescribing practice? There are 4 possible short form verdicts and a narrative verdict.
We need to defend by getting the best possible verdict and neither of the experts called by
the Coroner have addressed the relevant causation issue and Counsel was concerned that
the Coroner will be progressing on their view only. They were considering issues with
regard to negligence and intent and whether or not individuals were blameworthy, The
relevant question is - did these prescriptions actually hasten the death? We need to know
what their answers should be.
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icode .isuggested we should be in the position to question Black and Wilcock, Peter pointed
~-L][~h-at we had 2 consultants and "experts" around the table but Counsel was concerned to
get a definitive view on causation. A discussion took place with regard to the role of the
expert evidence. SPK indicated whether or not Drs Reid and Logan could set us up with the
questions to cross examine Black and Wilcock. Counsel pointed that an expert would be
used to review the medical evidence, comment on the prescriptions and appropriateness
and consider the issue of causation - on the balance of probabilities - as to whether or not
they contributed to the cause of death and how death was caused. It will be important that
they consider the situation on the basis of a care of the elderly and end of life care.
SPK wondered whether the relevant issue was in reality the administration (from the drug
charts and drug register) rather then the prescription, tt was considered the drug register
was only indicative of the drug being removed from the cabinet. On examination of the
register SPK was not so sure about that,
Drs Reid and Logan were concerned about being dispassionate in this case and they
suggested Professor Tallis in Manchester might be in a good position to give evidence on
palliative care. He is recently retired. Dr Reid pointed out that patients today would be
looked after by geriatricians and it would not be palliative care, He thought that Dr Wilcock
was a problem and he seemed to have an inability to put the deaths into the context of the
likely prognosis for the patients when they were admitted. We need to counter this
argument.
Counsel pointed out she wanted to put simple questions as to the cause of death and the
effect of the prescription on the balance of probability and keep it simple for the Jury.
Peter Mellor was concerned that evidence obtained at this stage should be cost effective
though he wants to be supportive of Drs Reid and Logan.
Counsel said the families will look at it from a different angle. They will regard the dosages
as being inappropriate and that there was a "policy" of hastening death and therefore their
view will be that on the balance of probability the prescription did cause the deaths.
A discussion took place with regard to Dr Barton’s evidence and whether or not we could link
in with the MDU. No one knew what they were doing or whether or not they had any
evidence. SPK pointed out that he thought they must have some evidence by now because
they were due to face a GMC Hearing shortly.
It was agreed that as far as evidence and assistance is concerned to help Counsel in cross
examination of the experts we should:
1.

Contact the MDU to see whether or not they were prepared to share any evidence.

2.

Contact an independent expert (subject to cost).

3, Ask Dr Reid and Logan to help.
Dr Reid’s Evidence
It was further agreed with Counsel that she would want to go through Dr Reid’s evidence
very carefully. It was agreed a further meeting between Counsel and Dr Reid should take
place. It was noted that Dr Logan was no longer being called to give evidence and we have
just been made aware of this by the latest list from Counsel. SK had also received a letter
from RLB.
75147349_1 ,doc
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........ .c_._°..d_._e_..A.. ....... ~xplained that there ,w_._e..[_e_._.s_~:!.l_l._!.s._s_._u...e_s_._..w. ith regard to unresolved problems with
the nursing staff, it was noted tha!
Code A
ihad good knowledge about this. There
was some question as to whether b-f-[i-6fttfi]~-iFi~-~-5den followed through by the NHS and the
paperwork disclosed to SPK seemed to come to an abrupt halt. Dr Logan thought that was
probably "about right" and that he was unaware of what the result (if any) of this issue was in
the early 1990s. SPK pointed out that in his discussions with the RCN legal rep, he said that
they were not intending to make an issue out of this. KB thought it needed looking into
further because she was of the view that the nurses will bring this matter up. We are not
sure of the answer.
Counsel was content to deal with these issues on an "as and when basis".
Dr Reid indicated that he was away on holiday from 13 - 20 February.
SPK
TT: 2 hours t5 mins
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~m~ ~-~- mX-- ...... (
~ro~:

( .......

To:
CC:
Subject:

il-l~i~l-,~-l-li’Meflor

Importance:

’Ward Ursuia - Chief Executive’
Peter- Company Secretary’; i Code A, li
’ ..........................
"-G-5~,~-ffi5~luests - urgent please
High

Ursula,
hope this emai) finds you well and looking forward to the Easter break,
This is to update you because (t looks tike things may well come to a head next week and
currently in Spain until a week on Monday.

) understand Peter is

t am hoping to speak to our barrister this afternoon when court has finished and we may know a little more then,
Having said that it seems that the evididence is virtually complete (a little ahead of schedule) and it may weU be that
the various parties will be making legal submissions next week and the Coroner wiil sum up for the jury. I understand
at the moment it is thought the jury wUI retire for their verdicts on Thursday.
It was always my intention to be present for submissions, summing up and verdict. We need to keep a careful watch
on the other parties and what they are saying and we need to know how the Coroner is framing the matter for the jury.
I understand some of the families’ lawyers will be pushing for ’neglect’ and to Ieave open ’unlawful killing’! Clearly we
need to be prepared to deal with those submissions and also to be prepared to har~dle the media afterwards.
I know that Peter was lining up Graeme to handte the media for PHT, but recently I think he suggested Anne Dowd
might do it instead. Do you know what the current position is? If we are moving to verdicts next week we clearly need
to have our spokes people briefed and we need to liaise very carefufly with the PCT and their media team. t would also
want to think very carefully with you and the PHT PR people about the stance we want to adopt if there is any bad
news. As you know this matter is so historic and has nothing to do with the management by PHT that I am keen
we try and keep as much distance as possible from the problems in 1999 and that we are seen as new manager.
nov,, providing a totally different (safe) service.
Are you in the office today / Tuesday to discuss? Are you happy for me to come down? ~ would also ask you to
consider wt~o you would like to manage this matter in Peter’s absence as they wiU need to be closely involved and
availab/e all the time (or at the very least at the drop of a hat). it may be that our spokes person should do the job,
They wilt need authority to take decisions and to give us instructions on behalf of PHT,
Happy to chat through with you and perhaps you would be kind enough to confirm the position. Below - I have copit
to you the latest update from our barrister.
wilt contact you again in any event as soon as i have more information.
Kind regards

Code A
Just to let you know where we are. The evidence will finish by lunchtime tomorrow (court closes then for
Easter in any event), The direction we are heading in at the moment is that the coroner is intending to put a
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questionnaire before the jury for each death, He has given us a general intention of where he is going,
namely:
1. to elicit the jury’s view on the clinical regime at Gosport at the time and particularly the level of consultant
support for the wards, ! will seek to dissuade him from this approach but in all reality he has made up his
mind and it is something which has been canvassed extensively in front of the jury; 2, for the jury to answer
whether any of the medication doses where inappropriate and whether these contributed more than minimally
to the individual patient’s death.
He has invited questions from Counsel which he prefaced with the comment he usually strikes Counsel’s
questions through and ignores them! In any event myself, the RCN rep and Dr Barton’s rep are intending to
put forward a joint approach following discussions, most likely at court tomorrow / over the Easter break.
He has also invited any documentary assistance with his summing up - slightly unusual! i intend to provide
him with a summary table for each pt setting out the views of Prof Black and Dr Wi/cock on the salient issues
suitably slanted in our favour. I will draft this over the Easter break,
As for submissions other than the submission re the clinical regime at Gosport our position, in my view, is
more reactionary than anytlfing else, / know ~L_._._C_._o._d_e_._A_._._.~ep is asking for unlawful killing to be left for the jury

a,,d I s.spect that

will probably ask for neglect.

So far as written submission go I intend to keep these very brief,
Any thoughts or problems this evening let me know - otherwise i will hopefully speak to both of you once out
of court tomorrow.
Kind regards
Briony
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Professor Black’s Evidence
[..C._o_..d..e.__A.[~aid that she found Professor Black reasonably objective and straight forward. There
have been no references to civil liability and the Coroner had excluded that from his report,
He was also stopped from giving evidence on "suboptimal" action. He gave evidence on
what had happened on a factual basis as far as he could and his theories as to cause of
death.
It was re..a_._s._o._.n_._a._.b_!y._._S_’~,raight forward and satisfactory a.s_._f._a._.r_._a._.s_._t.he NHS was concerned
although[ Code A idid cross examine him but in the~ Code Abase Black confirmed that the
patient w~-[i~-~i-lS-66r state on admission.
Evidence of[ ......... ~~-~i~-~........
It was noted that o_.n_.__F._r.[.d_._a.2’, 27 that there was likely to be quite high prg[i/e_.e_v_idence from the
i Code A~amily withi._.c_._o._d._.e_._.A_.~Saying in the witness box that he had seen ~ Code Ai the previous
uay~e’i’bre [~_o.,z.,.]death and that [_~i_;i~]had been told that they were "killing ~i-e’:--rt-f¢’ likely the
press will focus on thi&
Jane Barton
To some extent the issues with the i.£o_._d.e__A._~amiiy are a problem for Barton and her camp, in
fact Jane Barton is giving evidence reasonably well during her stint in the witness box. It is
clear there are stark differences on recollections with particular patients between Jane
Barton and members of the family. That appears to be coming across reasonably wel!,
Jane Barton is critical of the management and she has various letters and correspondence
from Dr Jarret and other managers and issues arose in respect of bed shortages and
transfer of patients from the acute sector, It would seem that Dr Barton is suggesting that
she could not do her job safely and that she has concerns, She indicates there were
complaints,
L._._. __o_.d..e_._...A._._._is looking for various correspondence and complaints documentation from the
time. This may or may not become available.
It is nothing that we weren’t expecting.
Dr Reid
i Code A iindicated

that she had been with Dr Reid ._u..n..’~!!_..a..b_.out 2! :00 hours the night before.
~P-e~er-~/letfor had to leave about 17:30 hours but [..C._o._.d_.e_._A_.!ndicated she was happy to take a
note.
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There are concerns about lan Reid and we are not sure how he will perform in the box, it
may be that he is a little bit of a "loose cannon", He has so many concerns about this matter
that he struggles to answer even general questions and it became clear during[i_._C._£.d_._e._._B._.i
discussion with him that he has difficulty dealing with basic points. It is not that he is being
dishonest it is just that he is having difficulty coping with this process, i-~-~l~-l~-~as been
through the evidence carefully to clarify his position, It appears that h’6-~-~"~-~ecollect
anticipatory prescribing and prescribing within a dosage range, He thinks under the
circumstances that was sensible at the time and in fact still holds that view, Essentially he is
on board with the Barton camp and his only criticism of the prescriptions is essentialfy based
on the fact that they are half justified by what is written in the notes, That comes down to the
note taking and that issue is well known,
CodeA
i ............... ,has told the Barrister for Barton Lc_..o__d_.e_.__A_.ihat our witness will be very nervous and he
shouldn’t be pushed to far in the witness box because we cannot be certain of the answers
and evidence that they wilt get from Dr Reid, That may not be to their benefit,

Code A has advised Inn Reid to come to Court on Friday or Monday to get a fee! for the Court
"&-6~J-R6~v matters are progressing and to alleviate his concerns and to demonstrate that it is
quite a slow and laborious process with plenty of "thinking time",
Code B ineeds to have a chat with the Coroner to see whether or not Inn Reid can take notes
of the main points in the witness box to assist his memory,

Coroner
[.C_._o...d_e_._.A..isays she has some concerns about the Coroner’s handling of this matter, To her it
seems that he has "obviously made up his mind", He seems to be approaching this matter
on the basis that the patients were terminally ill and near the end of their life, He is making
this clear but without being specific, He is not putting Dr Barton under pressure and is
asking her leading questions, So far this may not be a problem but if this is reflected in his
summing up to the Jury then that may be perceived as biased and that feads us down into
Judiciat Review territory, We need to keep an eye on that,
i .C_._o._d._.e_ ..A_.i.s_._a.j._d._.t_._hat there were some "antsy" families, Particularly in the i-~-0-~i~-~-and
an effective advocate though their family is not represented,
At this stage and all things considered the Hearing is going reasonably well as far as the
NHS is concerned, We agreed that I was due to attend next Tuesday and possibly
Wednesday; Briony thought it would be well worth remaining to assist Dr Reid while he gave
evidence,
SPK
TT: 30 mins
AN: 12 mins
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Code A

i

! have been asked byi--~-~-~~-~-ito provide a brief update on these inquests to feed into a
risk management me6t-~~i-g-Ori--l-t]6sday 24 March 2009.
The hearings formally commenced on Wednesday t8~h March. PHT and Hampshire PCT
were represented by joint counsel. Dr Barton is also represented by her own counsel as are
several of the nursing staff and 4 families also have a barrister. The remaining six families
are representing themselves, A jury was sworn in.
It is anticipated that the hearing will last a further five weeks. Evidence is being given on a
case by case basis although expert evidence will be taken en-biock.
It is anticipated that verdicts will be given for each inquest at the conclusion of the
proceedings.
Dr Barton’s legal team are keen to defend her position since she is due to appear before the
GMC on professional mis-conduct matters later in the year. The defence of her position
appears to be based upon an argument that she was acting as best she could within the
constraints of the service at the time and that the practices of prescribing within a range and
anticipatory prescribing (actual prescribing diamoprhine before required) was known and
approved by managements and consultant and senior staff.
It is important to remember that the inque.st proceedings are not a fault finding exercise and
there is no question of blame on the part of the Coroner.
We are liaising with Dr lan Reid as to our evidence on procedures on the time.
As far as the outcome is concerned the main point is that irrespective of procedures at the
time the question is whether any prescription or administration of diamophine is causative of
the patients death. The position of the PHT is that this is, on the balance of probability,
unlikely and we wilt be advancing this case with the Coroner and with his experts.
As far as risk management is concerned, these issues have been the subject of three police
investigations with no proceedings taken and an extensive CHI report and
recommendations. It is my understanding that these recommendations have been put into
effect and practice and managements of the service has now significantly changed and has
of course moved into the PHT. Lesley Humphrey produced a significant paper offering
assurance on the current service provision and this has been given sign off at an executive
director level. The POT and SHA are also due to sign off assurances shortly,
The only real risk t can see at the moment to the service is from the negative media attention
and the affect on the reputation of the service and staff moral, tt is noted however that the
hospital itself (as opposed to the relevant wards) is not managed by the PCT.
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Discussion with i.......... ~-~i~~, ....... ]and Peter Mellor on the telephone, i
Mellor being in Portsmouth,

Code A

land Peter

Hamblin statement
BB indicated that this issue had gone off unti~ Monday. BB needed instructions from IR (tan
Reid) over the weekend concerning the allegations in respect of Dr Barton. Documents
have been promised by MDU including the new statement from Hamblin. What was his
knowledge and expectations? If we object could we make every effort to get before the
Court. That was something however that BB felt we should avoid.
On the other hand it appears that the families are quite adamant. They do not want the
statements of Hamblin going before the Court without her being called, This may be a
problem for us but we can deal with it as and when it arises.
SPK asked whether or not we shoutd allow the family to do our "dirty work", BB agreed that
in effect their objections, though proving useful, should not be allowed to reflect in our
position with one of corporation and sympathy.
Peter Mettor (PM) will get the statements and the documents to lan Reid and also copies to
me.

It has become clear that it is important for the Barton camp to get the Hamblin evidence in.
It is not that they are being particularly critical of Dr Reid but just trying to explain the
circumstances in which Dr Barton was working.
To some extent iR can be seen as a "thorn in the side of" the Barton camp and is likely to be
cross examined quite vigorously. Everyone else (save IR) has said that the team new about
anticipatory prescribing.
tR’s documentation does refer to a range of prescribing rather than to anticipatory
prescribing but queried whether there is an element of anticipatory prescribing in any range.
These are practical issues for IR and we agreed that SPK would Iiaise and organise a
meeting and discussion on the Hamblin statement early on Monday morning. Such a
meeting to take place around 07.45 to 08.00 on Monday morning.
General Management
There are also criticisms from Barton/Hamblin with regard to antJcir~a_tn~..~[escribing arising
from staff shortages. The PCT are unable to respond to this.
Code A isays evidence
and documentation doesn’t exist to indicate the position at theLti~-e7 .....................
it appears that this is a straight forward factual issue and it may be that we are unable to
comment.
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In discussion it was suggested that we should "keep our head down", If it is asserted that
there were staff shortages then it may be that the PHTfclinica! staff will simply have to accept
that anticipatory prescribing grew up out of that. We cannot suggest that there was a
suitable alternative,
In any event upon review of the evidence it would appear that anticipatory p,r._e._.s_._c._r.[.b..[n_.g_._w,as
only used in perhaps 3 or 4 of the 10 cases and only possibly in the case of L._._.c_._o._d_..e_._A_._._jis
there is a question of it being the cause of her death, This needs to be brought out in the
expert’s testimony accordingly.
The best way to handle this is to distance anticipatory prescribing from the line of causation,

Time taken: 30 minutes
Dictation of note: 2 units
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